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Abstract 

This thesis reports the results of the first boat-based line-transect survey to be carried 

out in New Zealand waters. The survey was carried out in January and February 1998, 

successfully adapting conventional line-transect methods for use on a privately owned 

15m catamaran, R. V. Catalyst. The survey proved that line-transect methods could 

work well on much smaller cheaper vessels than those generally used on surveys 

overseas. Analysis of dolphin orientation data suggested, however, that abundance 

estimates were positively biased as a result of dolphins swimming towards the survey 

vessel. Further, a comparison of the Akaroa Harbour abundance estimate (124, 95% 

c.i. 85-181) with previous survey work indicated that estimates may have been biased 

high. The results from just 3 of 115 small boat surveys of Ak:aroa Harbour fall within 

the uncorrected 95% confidence limits, and the average summer abundance seen on 

these surveys was 43 animals (95% c.i. 34-52). 

During the following field season (November 1998 to February 1999), combined boat 

and helicopter surveys were carried out in the waters off Banks Peninsula. A 

correction factor was derived that accounted both for vessel attraction and for 

dolphins missed on the trackline. The corrected Hector's dolphin abundance estimate 

from Motunau- Timaru (0-4 nautical miles offshore) is 1198 (95% c.i. 709-2025). 

Survey coverage was extended during this season from Timaru to Long Point, west of 

Te Waewae Bay in Foveaux Strait. The corrected abundance estimate for this area (0-

4 n.mi. offshore) is 399 (232-686). A total inshore abundance estimate of Hector's 

dolphins from Motunau to Long Point is 1596 (1002-2546). 

A further objective was to determine the effect of survey design on abundance 

estimates, as a step towards developing guidelines for the design of inshore line

transect surveys. Data collected during the 1998 survey were used to develop a 

hypothetical dolphin population, which was sampled via computer simulations to 

determine the relative efficiencies of different survey designs. Results indicated that 

systematic surveys will generally be more precise than those with random line 

selection, and that the effect of stratification on abundance estimates and precision is 

negligible. These results provide some guidance for the design of future inshore 

surveys. Further, the simulation methods developed here could be modified to 

investigate the viability of adaptive line-transect sampling. 
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Chapter 1: General introduction- abundance estimation of dolphins 
and porpoises 

1.1 Global threats to small cetaceans 

Small cetaceans range in size from 1.2 metres (Hector's dolphins) to around 10 

metres (Orea), and include the dolphins (Delphinidae) and porpoises (Phocoenidae) 

(Carwardine, 1995). Small cetaceans generally inhabit coastal waters where human 

populations are densest and are therefore more vulnerable to pollution, bycatch and 

habitat destruction (Rose, 1996). 

Small cetacean populations worldwide are increasingly threatened as a result of 

human-induced mortalities (table 1.1 ). Each year tens of thousands of dolphins and 

porpoises die as a result of incidental and directed catch, and environmental 

degradation (IWC, 1994; EIA, 1996; IWC, 1997). 

Table 1.1: Some of the World's endangered dolphins and porpoises. 

Species 

Heavisides Dolphin 

Chilean Dolphin 

Commerson's Dolphin 

Hector's Dolphin 

Burmeister's Porpoise 

Finless Porpoise 

Humpbacked Dolphin 

Baiji 

Vaquita 

Indus River Dolphin 

Tucuxi 

1 IUCN, 1996 
2 Dawson and Slooten, 1988 
3 Klinowska, 1991 

Region 

West coast of South Africa 

Shallow, coastal waters of Chile 

Kerguelen Island, Argentina 

New Zealand 

East and west coasts of South America 

Yangtze River, coastal waters of Asia 

Africa, Asia, Indonesia 

Yangtze River 

Gulf of California 

Pakistan 

North-east of South America 

4 
Barlow et al., 1997 (95% confidence interval) 

Population 

Unknown1 

Unknown1 

Unknown1 

3,000- 4,0002 

Unknown1 

Unknown1 

Unknown1 

150- 2003 

230- 8504 

5003 

Unknown1 
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This thesis focuses on development of cost-effective surveys to quantify abundance of 

inshore dolphins. To outline the necessity for such population assessment, the three 

major human-caused sources of mortality to small cetaceans are introduced: 

incidental catch, directed takes, and pollution. Then, line-transect theory and basic 

methods are briefly outlined, and the problems tackled by this thesis are discussed. 

1.1.1 Incidental catch 

Gillnet mortality is known to affect 31 of the World's 40 species of dolphins and 

porpoises (IWC, 1994), including harbour porpoises (Palka et al., 1996, IWC, 1996), 

Pacific white-sided dolphin (IWC, 1997), Hector's dolphin (Dawson, 1991), spotted 

dolphins, spinner dolphins and common dolphins (Lennert and Hall, 1996). The 

severity of these impacts is such that, in several cases, incidental mortality is 

threatening stocks and/or species with extinction (Reeves and Leatherwood, 1994). 

For example, despite international conservation efforts, the Vaquita may become 

extinct within the next few years (Rojas-Bracho and Taylor, in press). Dolphins and 

porpoises are particularly vulnerable to mortality in non-selective fishing gear 

because their low reproductive rates renders them incapable of sustaining mortality 

rates of more than a few percent per year (Read, 1996). 

Active fishing gear such as seine nets and trawl nets often target species that are 

associated with marine mammals, and as a result can ensnare large numbers of 

dolphins and seals. It has been estimated that between 1959 and 1972, the purse-seine 

tuna fishery in the Eastern Tropical Pacific was responsible for the deaths of 4.9 

million dolphins, an average of nearly 350,000 per year (Wade, 1995). While 

measures such as the implementation of US embargoes have reduced this to an 

estimated 4,000 in 1994 (Lennert and Hall, 1996), the problem is still serious. Note 

that the 1994 mortality estimate used data from both US and Mexican-flagged vessels. 

Passive fishing also ensnares large numbers of cetaceans. Mangel (1993), in assessing 

the effects of driftnet fisheries on the northern rightwhale dolphin (Lissodelphis 

borealis), concluded that population abundances may have been depleted to between 

24 and 73% of the abundance in 1978. This demonstrates the need for reliable 

quantitative information, since the large range of possible depletion values was due to 

uncertainties in abundance estimates. 
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The use of small-scale set nets in coastal waters is of great concern. In New Zealand 

attention has focussed largely on Hector's dolphin ( Cephalorhynchus hectori), and 

this is discussed in following chapters. The Vaquita (Phocoena sinus), the World's 

rarest marine cetacean (Hohn et al., 1996), has also come under intense pressure as a 

result of gillnet mortality. Its distribution is limited to the northern Gulf of California, 

Mexico, with an estimated abundance of between 224 and 855 individuals (95% 

confidence interval; Barlow et al., 1997). Given that gillnet mortality may be as high 

as 100 per year, the abundance of this species is critically low (Barlow et al., 1997). 

Further, the maximum population growth rate of the Vaquita is thought to be around 

4%, and quite likely lower (Hohn et al., 1996). It is likely therefore, that any more 

than a few incidental catches annually would be unsustainable. 

High incidental ( or directed) mortality and/or low reproductive rates is typical of 

many coastal and riverine cetacean species, e.g., Hector's dolphin (Dawson, 1991; 

Slooten and Lad, 1991), harbour porpoise (Woodley and Read, 1991), Ganges river 

dolphin (Smith et al., 1998). This highlights the need to assess population status with 

reliable quantitative information. 

1.1.2 Directed takes 

Commercial whaling operations tend to be highly industrialised. In contrast, directed 

kills of small cetaceans tend to result from other causes ( e.g. traditional subsistence 

needs, free alternatives to fish meat), often against a complex backdrop of social, 

economic, environmental and political problems (Mulvaney, 1996). Directed 

harvesting efforts include aboriginal/subsistence hunting, kills resulting from conflicts 

with fisheries and commercial takes. 

Directed catches of small cetaceans m Peruvian waters continue to occur (Van 

Waerebeek, 1999), despite the introduction of cetacean conservation laws (IWC, 

1997). Van Waerebeek (1999) presents anecdotal evidence for continued harpooning 

of dolphins. Because fishermen tend to conceal small cetacean catches, limited 

monitoring opportunities exist. Information is therefore collected opportunistically, 

and may not reflect true catch levels. Landed animals are used both for human 

consumption, and as bait in shark fisheries. While the demand for dolphin meat as 

food seems to have decreased, a real concern is that an increased demand for bait may 

compensate for this. Of further concern is that the decrease in the proportion of dusky 

dolphins being caught may reflect a true decrease in abundance due to fisheries 
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mortality. In 1985, when records began, an estimated 10,000 animals were landed 

along the Peruvian coast, 90% of which were Dusky dolphins (Read, 1988). This 

proportion has been steadily declining (Van Waerebeek, 1999). 

Clearly, legal protection in Peruvian waters has not resulted in a decline in utilization, 

and seems only to have made monitoring more difficult. This is a difficult situation 

for governments of developing nations; while they are under considerable 

international pressure to decrease directed takes of small cetaceans, they do not have 

the resources to enforce legislation. The International Whaling Commission has 

repeatedly called for conduct critical research to be undertaken on exploited species in 

Peru (IWC, 1995, 1996 and 1997). Despite this, information on dolphin abundance 

and the extent of directed takes is scarce, and makes assessment of impacts difficult. 

Intentional hunting is probably a major source of mortality for many cetaceans (11 of 

20 species) inhabiting Venezuelan waters (Romero et al., 1997). What little 

information there is on the intensity of these operations seems unreliable and sources 

often do not clearly state how figures were obtained. However, it is possible that 

artisanal, small-boat fisheries may be responsible for annual catches of at least 5000 

animals. An additional 21 000 animals may be used annually as crab or shark bait by 

large-scale commercial fisheries (Romero et al., 1997). Since nothing is known about 

the population status of any of the species involved, it is not possible to determine 

what impact this level of exploitation may be having on these species. Many small 

cetaceans appear to have maximum population growth rates of around 2% (Reilly and 

Barlow, 1986). In this case the Venezuelan populations would need to be very large 

for impacts to be sustainable. 

1.1.3 Pollution 

Concern about possible effects of pollution on marine mammal populations stems 

from a number of factors. Marine mammals (with the exception of baleen whales) are 

top predators and are known to have high rates of contaminant accumulation (Tanabe 

et al., 1994). Persistent toxic contaminants such as organochlorines are lipophilic, 

having a strong tendency to bond to fatty tissues and organs. Once these contaminants 

are retained they are not easily eliminated, except during pregnancy and lactation, 

during which organochlorines are passed to the offspring (Tanabe et al., 1994). 
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It is thought that exposure to toxic chemicals such as poly-chlorinated biphenyls 

(PCBs) can reduce immune competence and facilitate the development of epizootics 

(Kannan et al., 1993). Certainly marine mammals can accumulate contaminants to 

levels far above ambient concentrations (e.g. Tanabe et al., 1984). However, linking 

those levels of pollution with events such as mass mortalities (e.g. Kannan et al., 

1993; Kannan et al., 1997) and impaired physiological functioning (e.g. Martineau et 

al., 1994) proves to be more difficult. Studies tend to be opportunistic, utilising 

stranded or beach-cast animals, hence sample size is often small ( e.g. Iwata et al., 

1995; Jarman et al., 1996; Kannan et al., 1993). These studies usually lack controls, 

and cannot be considered "strong inference" (Platt, 1964). Correlative studies are as 

much as can be hoped for, however, because in most cases ethical and practical 

considerations rule out experimental trials. Considering the weight of evidence 

though, the correlative studies have presented a strong case. 

Martineau et al. (1994), for example, demonstrated the presence of powerful 

carcinogens in St. Lawrence beluga whale tissue along with an unprecedented and 

high prevalence of tumours. High concentrations of both tributyltin (TBT) and 

dibutyltin (DBT) have been reported for bottlenose dolphins found stranded along the 

U.S. Atlantic and Gulf coasts (Kannan et al., 1997). Since 1987, large-scale 

mortalities of dolphins have been reported along the Atlantic coast of North America, 

in the Gulf of Mexico, and in the Mediterranean Sea. TBT is a potential 

immunotoxicant in mammals (Kannan et al., 1997), decreasing resistance against 

pathogenic micro-organisms. It is thought that polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 

together with TBT and DBT may have resulted in immune suppression in bottlenose 

dolphins, thereby causing the mortality events (Kannan et al., 1997). 

It is clear that cetacean populations worldwide face a range of conservation problems. 

It is also clear that if we wish to understand and mitigate these problems we must 

quantify impacts to cetacean populations. This requires reliable, statistically robust 

information on the current abundance and trends. Conservation action is unlikely in 

the absence of hard data, because managers will doubt the true conservation status of 

a species. As noted by Barlow et al. (1997) "doubt paralyses management actions 

when difficult decisions are needed to protect a species". 
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1.2 Abundance estimation of cetaceans: line-transect theory and methods 

Distance sampling is a class of methods that allow the estimation of density and 

abundance of biological populations. As the name implies, distance sampling methods 

rely on measurements of distance to the objects of interest. They provide a general 

and comprehensive approach, and allow reliable estimates despite variability in cue 

production (i.e. what draws the observer's attention), observer effectiveness and 

environmental factors. Distance sampling techniques are used to estimate densities of 

a wide range of animals, including reptiles, terrestrial mammals both small and large, 

birds, and a wide range of marine mammals (Buckland et al., 1993). 

Line-transect surveys, a form of distance sampling, are widely accepted as one of the 

best methods for estimating the density and abundance of small cetacean species and 

are used almost exclusively on ship-board abundance surveys (IWC, 1994). 

Line-transect techniques may seem difficult to understand at first, but a logical 

progression can be shown from simple quadrat sampling to strip transects, and to line

transects. Most people are familiar with using quadrats to assess density (fig. 1.1). 

Placing quadrats in a line, end on end, results in a standard strip transect (fig. 1.2). 

Normally, this method assumes that the probability of making a sighting is the same 

in the centre and the edge of the strip, and requires that the observers are able to judge 

how far out they should search. In most boat-based surveys for cetaceans, neither of 

these conditions are likely to be fully satisfied; hence strip transects are usually 

employed only when line transect methods are impractical. 
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• • • • • 
• 

• • • • • • • 
• • • 

• • • • 
• • • • • • 
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• • 
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• • • • • 

Figure 1.1: Standard quadrat sampling 

• • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 

• • • 
• • • • • • 

• • • • • • 

Figure 1.2: Generalised strip transect model 
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In line-transect surveys, a set of lines are randomly or systematically established and 

distances measured to objects detected while travelling the lines (fig. 1.3). The theory 

allows for the fact that some of the objects will remain undetected, and that there will 

be a marked tendency for detectability to decrease with increased distance from the 

transect line. 

• 

• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • 

I • • • • • • 
• • • • • 

Figure 1.3: Generalised line transect model 

Line-transect theory relies on being able to calculate perpendicular distances from the 

line to each detected object. In marine mammal surveys this is done by estimating the 

radial or sighting distance ( direct line from the observer to the animal, r), measuring 

the sighting angle (angle between the trackline and the animal, a) and calculating the 

perpendicular distance using trigonometry (fig. 1.4). 
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Point at which 
observer first 
detects object 

Observer trackline 

x = r.sin (a) 

- 9 -

A 

X 

L 

Figure 1.4: Calculating perpendicular sighting distance x, from sighting angle a, and 

radial distance r. A is the study area and L is the total transect length ( adapted from 

Buckland et al., 1993). 

There are two methods that are commonly used for estimating r on boat-based 

surveys. The first is estimation by naked eye. This requires considerable training, and 

can introduce bias (e.g. Holt, 1987; 0ien, 1990). The second, more reliable method 

involves measuring the downward angle from the horizon ( or land) to the sighting 

using binoculars with built-in reticle scales. Radial distance, r, is then calculated via 

trigonometry (e.g. Barlow, 1988; Wade and Gerrodette, 1993; Turnock et al., 1995). 

See Lerczak and Hobbs (1998), for a detailed description of the reticle method. 

The key to analysing line-transect data is fitting a model to the perpendicular distance 

data that approximates the decrease in detectability (fig. 1.5). Once a model has been 

fitted, the effective strip width (ESW) can be calculated (fig. 1.6). Provided the 

probability of seeing an animal on the trackline is known, or assumed to be 1.0, this 

gives an estimate of the distance out to which observers effectively see all animals 

(ESW). Conceptually this is similar to a strip transect survey. The difference being 

that the strip width is not assumed, but estimated empirically using data collected in 

the field. 
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Perpendicular distance, x 

Figure 1.5: Histogram of perpendicular sighting distances with an approximated 

model ( does not represent actual data). 

ESW (where A= A') 

ESW 

Perpendicular distance, x 

Figure 1.6: Calculation of effective strip width. 
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Density and abundance are calculated from number of detections, average group size 

(if appropriate), area surveyed and total distance travelled. For a detailed description 

of line-transect methodology see Buckland et al., 1993, and see Chapter 2, this thesis, 

for an example of a comprehensive boat-based line-transect survey. 

1.3 Development of methodology and thesis aims 

Line-transect surveys require a stable platform, preferably with an eye-height of 

several meters. Ships such as those run by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) in the USA meet these criteria but have two serious 

drawbacks. The first is the cost; at US$10,000/day running costs (Dawson, pers. 

comm.) these vessels are beyond what many other countries, such as the developing 

nations of Latin America, can afford. The second drawback is that even if this were 

affordable, ships of this size (greater than 50m) cannot work in shallow enclosed 

waters. In ship-based surveys for harbour porpoises on the west coast of USA, for 

example, while the initial choice of tracklines was based on observations from aerial 

surveys, ships' captains would not survey inside the 18m isobath for safety reasons 

(Barlow, 1988). 

The methodology used on open-ocean line-transect surveys is well established ( e.g. 

Barlow, 1988). However many of the most seriously endangered species of dolphins 

and porpoises inhabit waters where vessels such as the 53m NOAA ship R. V. 

McArthur would be unable to survey (see table 1.1). Adapting line-transect methods 

so that they can be used on smaller, cheaper vessels that are able to operate in shallow 

and confined coastal waters would therefore be of great conservation benefit. 

The first aim of this thesis is to develop suitable methodology for carrying out line 

transect surveys from small vessels in coastal situations. Chapter 2 describes a survey 

during which this was successfully achieved. In combination with calibration trials, an 

updated, robust baseline estimate of Hector's dolphin abundance between Motunau 

and Timaru on the East Coast of the South Island of New Zealand was produced. 

Chapter 3 presents results from the second phase of the Hector's dolphin abundance 

surveys. Line-transect surveys were completed between Timaru and Long Point (west 

of Te Waewae Bay in Foveaux Strait) and helicopter trials were carried out in the 

waters off Banks Peninsula to investigate the effect of vessel attraction. 
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The second aim is to investigate principles of line transect survey design. Research on 

line-transect methodology and data analysis has focussed largely on the violation of 

key assumptions. For example, the assumption that animals on the trackline are 

detected with certainty (g(O) = 1) is often violated, resulting in negatively biased 

abundance estimates (Polacheck, 1995a). Obtaining direct estimates of g(O) is 

logistically difficult since a second, independent platform is needed. Simultaneous 

ship/helicopter trials, and double platform methods with independent sighting 

procedures have been used successfully in the past (e.g. Barlow, 1988; Buckland and 

Turnock, 1992; and Palka, 1995). 

The problem of responsive movement of the target population is well recognized, but 

has been poorly studied. Abundance estimates will be biased negatively by movement 

of animals away from the transect line and positively by movement towards (Turnock 

and Quinn, 1991). Auxiliary information is required to correct for responsive 

movement (Smith, 1979). Tumock et al. (1995) used data gathered during 

simultaneous ship/helicopter surveys of Dall's porpoise to correct for vessel 

attraction. In the absence of a multiplicative correction factor derived from these 

surveys, abundance would have been over-estimated by as much as 6 times (Turnock 

et al., 1995). Palka and Hammond (in prep.) developed a method for correcting 

responsive movement based on independent observer experiments. These experiments 

require two platforms. The team on the upper platform concentrates their search effort 

well beyond normal range, in order to detect dolphins before they respond to the 

survey vessel, while the bottom team conducts searches in a regular manner. However 

their method relies on the somewhat dubious assumption that far sightings made by 

the observer on the top platform are uninfluenced by the vessel. 

It is only recently that scientists have paid much attention to line-transect survey 

design. Pollard and Buckland (1997) developed an adaptive sampling technique, the 

aim being to 'increase sampling efficiency for sparse but highly clustered populations, 

whilst recognizing the practical and financial restrictions of a shipboard survey' (p. 

921). They were able to demonstrate increases in efficiency of around 7%. There is a 

need to consider the effect of survey design, particularly in areas where there is little 

or no existing abundance or density information, and to try to develop sampling 

designs that increase efficiency. In chapter 4, data from the survey described in 

chapter 2 are used to investigate the effect and relative efficiencies of different survey 
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designs. Simulation techniques are developed that could be used to explore alternative 

sampling regimes, such as adaptive survey designs. 

This thesis has been structured so that each of chapters 2, 3 and 4 can be extracted and 

submitted, in modified form, for publication. Chapters 2 and 3 have been submitted in 

modified form as co-authored reports to the Department of Conservation. The first of 

these reports was co-authored by Steve Dawson, myself (Marine Science Department, 

University of Otago ), Elisabeth Slooten (Environmental Science, University of Otago) 

and Paul Wade (National Marine Mammal Laboratory, Seattle, Washington). The 

second was co-authored by myself, Steve Dawson, and Elisabeth Slooten. 
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Chapter 2: Hector's dolphin abundance I- Line transect survey between 
Motunau and Timaru 

2.1. Introduction 

During January and February 1998, a line-transect survey was carried out between 

Motunau and Timaru to estimate abundance of Hector's dolphins. The principal 

justification for the survey was that the only quantitative abundance estimate for Hector's 

dolphins (Dawson and Slooten, 1988) was more than ten years old. It is no longer 

appropriate to use this estimate in management. Furthermore, the recent discovery of 

genetically different sub-populations of Hector's dolphins (Pichler et al., 1998) highlights 

the need for updated, fine-grained information on the distribution and abundance of 

Hector's dolphins. 

The survey had two aims: (a) to develop methodology suitable for surveymg coastal 

cetacean species such as Hector's dolphin and (b) to provide a baseline estimate of 

Hector's dolphin abundance for the Motunau-Timaru area against which future surveys can 

be compared. 

Line-transect surveys overseas are generally carried out from large (>50m) vessels, such as 

those run by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in the USA. 

These vessels are very expensive to run (>$US 10,000/day). Even if this were affordable, 

large vessels cannot safely work in shallow, confined waters. These two constraints 

necessitate the use of much smaller vessels for surveying highly coastal dolphins such as 

Hector's dolphin. Line-transect survey methods (e.g. Barlow 1988) were adapted for use on 

a privately owned 15m catamaran (RV Catalyst), which is equipped with a purpose-built 

observer platform giving an eye height of 6 m. Catalyst has a cruising speed of 9-10 knots 

( at -15 1 of diesel/hr), and a safe working depth of 2 m. 

The survey was the first boat-based line-transect survey conducted in NZ waters. 
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2.2. Methods 

2.2.1 Survey design 

Buckland et al. (1993) recommend placing transects across known density gradients. The 

advantage of this is that by sampling across all known gradients a clear picture of density 

can be obtained and variance in encounter rate is minimised. Since short-distance 

alongshore movements are well known for Hector's dolphins (Slooten and Dawson, 1994) 

and the dolphins' density declines sharply with distance offshore (Dawson and Slooten, 

1988), transects were placed at 450 to the coast. 

The survey was designed to estimate dolphin abundance in areas of intrinsic interest and 

areas of known differences in dolphin density. These areas (strata) were: 

(a) Akaroa Harbour. 

(b) Other large (> 1 n. mi. long) harbours/bays (Lyttelton Harbour, Port Levy, Pigeon Bay, 

Little Akaloa Bay, Okains Bay, Le Bons Bay, Otanerito Bay, Flea Bay, Gough's Bay, 

Peraki Bay, Te Oka Bay). 

( c) Banks Peninsula Marine Mammal Sanctuary (Sumner to Rakaia River, to 4 n.m1 

offshore). 

(d) Inshore zone (within 4 n. mi. of shore), to the north and south of the sanctuary. This 

area typically has much lower dolphin densities than the sanctuary area. Hector's 

dolphins are more commonly seen inshore (Dawson and Slooten, 1988), and the 4 

mile boundary coincides with the offshore boundary of the sanctuary. 

( e) Offshore zone from Motunau to Timaru, 4-10 n. mi. from shore. This stratum was not 

a high priority for survey effort because all offshore transects to date have shown this 

area to be of low density. Buckland et al. (1993) recommend using 60 - 80 detections 

for robust estimation of effective strip width. Preliminary calculations showed that for 

the offshore zone > 1100 n. mi of trackline would be needed to achieve this. We are not 

aware of any reliable sightings of Hector's dolphins beyond 10 miles offshore. 

To ensure that coverage within strata (c) and (d) was as equal as possible the coastline was 

divided into small blocks, plotting transect lines at 45° to the baseline of each block. The 

start point along the baseline of the first line in each block was selected randomly. Lines 

were then plotted either side at regularly spaced intervals. The strata surveyed, and the 

survey lines outside the harbours and Bays are shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Within harbours, lines were placed at 45° to an imaginary line down the centre of the 

harbour (see Fig. 2.3 for example of survey lines within Akaroa Harbour). 

Transect lines were spaced one nautical mile apart within harbours and bays, two n. mi. 

apart within the sanctuary area and four n. mi. apart in the areas to the north and south of 

the sanctuary (Fig. 2.2). One offshore line (stratum e) was laid out off each coastal block. 

Line transect theory uses the distances at which sightings were made from the vessel 

trackline (perpendicular distance) to calculate the distance over which it can be assumed 

that all dolphins are seen. This distance is called Effective Strip Width (ESW). The goal 

was to estimate ESW separately for the harbour strata (strata a & b above) and for strata 

outside harbours ( c-e ), because we expected different sighting conditions. Preliminary 

calculations, based on encounter rates from earlier surveys, showed that unrealistic effort 

levels would be needed to estimate ESW separately for each stratum. Additionally, since 

sighting conditions were similar in all non-harbour strata, the advantage of doing so is not 

obvious. Buckland et al. (1993) recommend using 60-80 detections for reliable estimation 

of effective strip width. To reach this target, replicate surveys (with a new set of lines each 

time) were conducted of the harbours and bays within the harbours strata. Replicate 

surveys were at least one day apart. 

2.2.2 Field methods 

To minimise the chance of missing groups, the observer platform must be stable, and 

sightings made only in good weather conditions. On open coasts, pitching (fore and aft) 

movement of the vessel was minimised by running all transect lines down-swell. 

Additionally, survey effort was restricted to sea conditions of Beaufort 3 or less, and swell 

heights of <1.5 m. 

Three observers were used at any one time, one each looking left and right and one in the 

centre acting as recorder, entering sighting information into a palmtop computer (Fig. 2.1 ). 

Sightings made by the centre observer were not used in analysis because his/her sighting 

effort is unavoidably uneven (they cannot make sightings while recording another 

sighting). The left and right observers used binoculars to minimise the chance of reactive 

movement by the dolphins before detection. Observers rotated at least every 30 minutes to 

avoid fatigue. Sightings were entered in real time on a computer on the sighting platform. 

This computer was linked to Catalyst's GPS navigator. 
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Figure 2.1: Photo of observer platform on the R. V Catalyst. Vessel is in survey mode, 

with two observers and a data recorder on the platform. 
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Fujinon 7 x 50 marine binoculars with in-built reticle scales were used to measure the 

downward angle from the land, or horizon, to the sighting. The corresponding distance to 

land was measured using RADAR (Furuno 1720), or, if within a few hundred metres of 

shore, with a Bushnell Lightspeed laser rangefinder (accuracy± 1 m from 12 - 800 m). 

Sighting angles were recorded using angle boards (see Buckland et al., 1993). The accuracy 

of the RADAR was measured by comparison with transit fixes and laser rangefinder 

measurements, and this correction was applied to all RADAR measurements. 

Navigation was facilitated by the use of a GPS Chartplotter (Cetrek 343). This system used 

digitised (C-MAP) charts onto which we laid out all transect lines. It also fed latitude, 

longitude, and date/time data to the computer on the sighting platform. The custom-written 

program running on this computer used these data to record sighting effort, and allowed 

input of sighting data including sighting angle, reticles, group size, orientation of the 

animals when first sighted, depth, Beaufort sea state, swell height and glare. 

Several days were spent training observers ( data gathered in this period were not used in 

analysis). An observer manual precisely specified observation methods. To improve 

consistency, observers regularly re-read the manual throughout the survey. While the 

survey was underway, exploratory data analyses were undertaken to assess data quality. 

These analyses showed that in early stages of the survey, observers were rounding angles of 

sightings close to the trackline to zero. Sighting procedures were modified to minimise this 

problem, and survey lines with suspect sightings (e.g. 'spikes' in histogram of sighting 

angles due to inaccurate measurement) were repeated. 

2.2.3 Data Analysis: Abundance estimation 

Within each stratum, Hector's dolphin abundance (N) was estimated as 

where: 

A·n·S 
N=------

2-L-ESW ·g(O) 

A = size of the study area, 

n = number of groups seen, 

S = expected group size, 

L = length of transect line surveyed, 

ESW = the effective half strip width, and 

g(O) = probability of seeing a group directly on the transect line. 

(2.1) 
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Sizes of the various strata were measured from nautical charts using a digital planimeter. 

The area of each stratum was measured several times to ensure accuracy. 

Plots of perpendicular distance against group size for "harbours and bays", and "outside 

harbours" strata revealed no significant relationship (R2 = 0.0456 and 0.0006 respectively). 

Expected group size was therefore estimated as a simple mean group size. 

Using the program DISTANCE (Laake et al., 1993) a hazard key function with cosine 

adjustments (harbours and bays stratum) and a uniform key function with cosine 

adjustments (all other strata) were fitted to perpendicular distance data to estimate effective 

strip width ESW. ESW is defined as l/f(O), where f(O) is the probability density function (fit 

to the distribution of perpendicular sighting distances). Akaike's Information Criterion was 

used to select among models fitted to the data (models were: hazard/cosine, 

hazard/polynomial, half-normal/hermite, half-normal/ cosine, uniform/ cosine). 

Perpendicular sighting distances were truncated at 600m and binned manually for f(O) 

estimation. Sightings for which range (radial distance) was estimated by eye were not used 

for f(O) estimation, because we found these distance estimates to be highly inaccurate, but 

were used in abundance calculations. Observers consistently under-estimated radial 

distances by eye, and using these sightings resulted in spiked data. This made fitting a 

model to the perpendicular sightings difficult, and artificially narrowed ESW. The 

probability of seeing a group directly on the trackline {g(O)} is assumed to be 1.0. 

The coefficient of variation (CV= SE/Estimate) for the abundance estimate was calculated 

from the coefficients of variation of each variable in equation 2.1 above: 

CV(N) = ~cv2 (n) + cv2 (S) + cv2 (ESW) (2.2) 

CV(n) was estimated empirically as recommended by Buckland et al. (1993): 

CV(n) = Jvar(n) 
n2 

(2.3) 

Where, 

var(n) = L°Il;(n; IL; - n I L) 2 /(k- l), (2.4) 
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where: li = the length of transect line i, 

ni = the number of sightings on transect i, and 

k = the number of transect lines. 
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CV(S) was estimated from the standard error of mean group size. CV(ESW) was estimated 

via DISTANCE's bootstrapping option. This process incorporates uncertainty in model 

fitting and model selection. Model selection for data collected outside harbours was 

constrained to avoid hazard functions, which can give poor fits to spiked or slightly spiked 

data (Fig 2.5, Laake, pers comm.). Upper and lower 95% confidence intervals for N were 

calculated using the Satterthwaite degrees of freedom procedure outlined in Buckland et al. 

(1993). This procedure assumes a log-normal distribution, using: 

and 

where 

NL =NIC, 

Nu=NC, 

C = exp{td1 (0.025) · ~loge(l + [CV(N)] 2)} 

(See Buckland et al., 1993 for a full explanation of this procedure) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The Harbours and Bays stratum was post-stratified geographically and Akaroa Harbour 

was treated as a separate stratum for abundance estimation. An abundance estimate was not 

calculated for the offshore zone due to the small number of sightings. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Survey effort and sightings 

Generally good weather ensured that at least some surveying took place on 31 days of 49 

days in the field. Over 3000 n. mi. were travelled in the process of achieving 405 n.mi. 

(751 km) of survey effort (Table 2.1). As expected, the highest sighting rates occurred in 

Akaroa Harbour (Fig. 2.3) and within the Banks Peninsula Marine Mammal Sanctuary 

(Fig. 2.4). High sighting rates also occurred outside the Sanctuary, both to the North and 

South, particularly on a few transects (Fig 2.4). 
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Table 2.1: Survey effort and sightings 

Stratum Survey effort # sightings Sightings/km Area (km2
) 

(km) 

(a & b) Harbours and Bays 223 89 0.399 116 

(c) Sanctuary minus (a & b) 265 66 0.249 1116 

(d) <4 n.mi. offshore, to the 174 21 0.121 1321 

north and south of ( c) 

(e) Offshore ( 4-10 n.mi.) 89 4 0.045 3288 

TOTAL 751 170 5841 

2.3.2 Abundance 

Seventy one sightings are available for calculating ESW in the harbours strata (Table 2.1, a 

& b), and 75 outside harbours (strata c to e). Both comfortably exceed Buckland et al.'s 

(1993) recommendation of a minimum of 60 sightings for reliable calculation of ESW. 

Perpendicular distance data (Figs. 2.3, 2.4) were tidy in comparison to those of other recent 

surveys (e.g. Vidal et al., 1997). Goodness of Fit (GOF) probabilities were 0.993 for the 

harbours detection function and 0.969 for outside harbours. While GOF p-values should 

not be used to select between models (Buckland et al., 1993) they can give an indication of 

how well the model fits, once selected by AIC. 

Results of abundance calculations are given in Table 2.2. The encounter rate (sightings/km) 

on the few offshore transects was 9, 6, and 3 times lower than in harbours and bays (strata 

a&b ), the Sanctuary ( c ), and strata d respectively. This confirms the expectation that 

sightings are uncommon offshore, and provides too limited a basis for calculating an 

abundance estimate for this zone. 
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Figure 2.2: Survey strata, open coast transects (lines), and sightings (circles). Details of 

strata: 

Akaroa Hrb (1 n. mi. line spacing, 4 replicates); 

Other Harbours and Bays> 1 n. mi. long (1 n. mi. line spacing, 3 replicates); 

Waimakariri River- Rakaia River (2 n. mi. line spacing); 

Waimakariri River- Motunau (4 n. mi. line spacing); 

Rakaia River- Timaru (4 n. mi. line spacing); 

4-10 n. mi. offshore (-20 n. mi. line spacing). 
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1 km 

Figure 2.3: Transect lines and sightings m Akaroa Harbour (4 replicate surveys). 
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Figure 2.4: Frequency distribution of sightings with binned perpendicular distances and the 

fitted detection function for harbours and bays. Numbers on the Y-axis refer to the curve. 
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Fi2ure 2.5: Frequency distribution of sightings with binned perpendicular distances and 

the fitted detection function for strata outside harbours and bays. Numbers on the Y-axis 

refer to the curve. 
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Table 2.2: Abundance estimates 

Stratum Number Group Effective Estimated %CV(N) Lower95% Upper 95% 

of size, s half search abundance confidence confidence 

groups width (m) (N)l limit limit 

seen 

Akaroa 56 3.16 275 124 28.1 69 222 

Hbr 

OtherHbrs 8 3.00 275 29 64.7 2 189 

Sanctuary 62 3.26 261 1631 16.5 1271 2091 

(excl. Hbrs) 

Sanctuary 126 1784 22.4 1165 2728 

(incl. Hbrs) 

Motunau- 19 2.16 261 597 32.4 270 1321 

Timaru 

(excl. Sane 

& Hbrs) 

Study Area 145 2381 20.3 1594 3557 

(excl. 

Offshore) 

2.3.3 Analysis by Beaufort state 

Information on sea state is usually collected during boat-based line transect surveys and 

sometimes used to post-stratify data (e.g. Barlow, 1995). This was not advantageous for 

three reasons: (a) Because data were generally not collected in conditions with whitecaps, 

only a few sightings were collected in Beaufort 3. Hence variance estimates for this 

Beaufort state are large. (b) Differences among Beaufort states for key parameters such as 

sighting rate, average group size and effective strip width were small and non-significant 

statistically [though statistical power is low due to (a) above]. (c) Stratification by Beaufort 

1 Please note that these estimates are not corrected for attraction of dolphins to the survey vessel. For 
corrected estimates, seep. 45. 
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state does not produce abundance estimates that match the zones of intrinsic management 

interest. 

2.3.4 Attraction of dolphins to the survey vessel 

Orientation of dolphins when first seen was recorded as one of four quadrants of 900, 

representing "towards", "left", "right", and "away" from the point of view of the observer 

(Fig. 2.6). Dolphins heading left or right with respect to the observer should be more 

detectable, because they present a larger visual target (Palka and Hammond, in press). For 

this reason, if there is no reactive movement, more dolphins should be seen heading left or 

right than away or towards the observer. One would expect this effect to increase with 

increasing distance, as dolphins become harder to see. This general pattern is evident in 

Table 2.3 and figure 2.6. 

Table 2.3: Orientation of dolphins with respect to distance 

Radial distance Orientation Orientation Orientation Orientation 

of first sighting Away Towards Right Left 

<400m 5 28 11 14 

>400m 12 3 50 34 

Under the null hypothsis of no responsive movement, the :frequency of "towards" vs 

"away" orientations should be similar. Since both orientations present similar visual 

targets, the ratio between them should not differ with distance. To test this hypothesis an 

arbitrary cutpoint for radial distance of 400 m was selected. The ratio of "towards" vs 

"away" orientations for sightings made within 400 m of the vessel strongly favoured 

"towards" orientations by almost six to one (Log Likelihood Ratio test of goodness of fit, p 

= 0.00002). The opposite trend was significant for sightings made further than 400 m away 

from the vessel, although evidence for this was not as strong (p = 0.02). This demonstrates 

convincingly that within 400m dolphins are attracted to the survey vessel. 
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Figure 2.6: Orientation of dolphins when first sighted by observers. 
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Additionally, between 1985-1997 there have been 115 intensive zig-zag surveys of Akaroa 

Harbour conducted from small boats (Dawson, Slooten & Brager, unpub. data). These 

surveys are designed differently to the current one, and, if anything, might over-count 

numbers present, since distinctive animals were sometimes seen more than once (for 

methods see :qawson, 1991). The mean of the 38 surveys done in summer (Dec- Feb) was 

43 animals (95% c.i. 34-52), while the line-transect estimate was 124. The results from 

only three of the small boat surveys fall within the 95% confidence interval of the Akaroa 

line-transect estimate (69-222). This suggests that the line-transect estimate is too high. 

This is a very important problem, especially when population estimates are used to judge 

the impact of fishery bycatches or set allowable catches. Responses by dolphins to survey 

vessels are a common problem for abundance surveys. Turnock et al., (1995) showed that 

unless corrected for attraction to the survey vessel, surveys of Dall's porpoises may provide 

abundance estimates up to six times too high. 

The key question now, is, what is the extent of the overestimation? Palka and Hammond's 

(in press) method for correcting for attraction is not applicable, because it requires two 

independent observation platforms on the same vessel. Moreover, it is not a complete 

solution because it relies on the assumption that far sightings made by observers on the top 

platform are uninfluenced by the vessel. For truly dependable results, it seems that this 

question needs an empirical answer from specific field trials ( e.g. simultaneous 

ship/helicopter surveys; Tumock et al, 1995). These trials were completed during the 

1998/99 field season and are discussed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 3: Hector's dolphin abundance II- southern line-transect 

surveys and effect of attraction to survey vessel 

3.1 Introduction 

As part of an effort to provide up-to-date, reliable data on the population size of 

Hector's dolphin, two line-transect surveys have been conducted. The first took place 

in January and February 1998, covering the area between Motunau to Timaru (see 

chapter 2, this thesis). In the 1998/99 summer, a further survey extended this coverage 

from Timaru to Long Point, 12 n.mi. (22 km) west of Te Waewae Bay. This latter 

survey stopped at Long Point because there are no substantiated records of Hector's 

dolphins in Fiordland. The Stewart Island coast was not covered for the same reason. 

Methods employed in the recent line-transect surveys are specifically adapted to suit 

surveying Hector's dolphin, which favours inshore waters and is often found within a 

few hundred metres of shore (Dawson and Slooten, 1988). Conventional vessels used 

in line-transect surveys ( e.g. Barlow, 1988) are inappropriate due to prohibitive daily 

cost and restricted ability to work in shallow water. Hence standard line-transect 

survey methods (e.g. Barlow, 1988) were adapted for use on a privately owned 15 m 

catamaran. 

The Motunau to Timaru survey ( chapter 2) proved the suitability of the methods and 

survey design, but highlighted the problem of responsive movement by the dolphins. 

Orientation data showed that dolphins, when first seen, were usually heading towards 

the vessel, indicating strong attraction. In addition, an extensive set of zig-zag surveys 

of Hector's dolphins in Akaroa harbour suggested that the uncorrected line-transect 

estimate was inflated (chapter 2, this thesis). 

Buckland and Tumock (1992) presented a method to use co-ordinated boat/helicopter 

surveys to quantify the combined effects of vessel attraction and sightings that were 

missed by vessel observers. They then applied it to studies of Dall's porpoise 

abundance, showing that uncorrected surveys may overestimate abundance by up to 

six times (Tumock et al., 1995). The helicopter method allows sightings to be made 
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much further ahead of the vessel then a dual platform approach (e.g. Palka, 1995), and 

far beyond the visual range of any vessel observer. The method ensures that the two 

sighting teams are totally isolated from one another, and provides greater confidence 

that dolphins are sighted before they respond to the vessel. For these reasons 

Buckland and Tumock's (1992) approach was adapted for trials of 1998/99. 

Conventional line transect methods are often biased as a result of responsive 

movement of the target species and animals on or near the trackline being missed by 

observers (Buckland et al., 1993). The Buckland and Tumock approach uses a 

helicopter flying ahead of the survey vessel to spot and track dolphin groups. By 

looking at how many duplicate sightings are made (sightings made by both the 

helicopter and boat observers), and using the perpendicular distance for these 

sightings as recorded from the helicopter, this method corrects for responsive 

movement of the dolphins, and provides a direct estimate of the proportion of 

trackline groups seen by the boat observers. 

3.2 Field methods 

3.2.1 Timaru- Long Point line transect survey 

Survey methods were essentially the same as for the Motunau-Timaru survey (for 

detailed description of design principles, field protocols and analysis methods see 

chapter 2, this thesis). The only important difference was the use of binoculars with 

inbuilt compasses, rather than angle boards, to measure sighting angles. This was 

done to minimise the possibility of observers rounding small angles to zero, which is 

frequently a problem in line-transect surveys (Buckland et al., 1993). Design 

principles were also the same, with all lines being placed at 45° to the coast (see 

figures 3.5 and 3.6). Inshore lines between Timaru and Otago Peninsula were spaced 

at 4 nautical miles. Lines between Timaru and Long Point were spaced at 8 n.mi., 

while lines within Te Waewae Bay were spaced at 2 n.mi. These relative spacings 

reflected densities seen in the 1984/85 strip transect survey (Dawson and Slooten, 

1988). Offshore transects were spaced at approximately 40 nautical miles (1 for every 

4-5 inshore lines). 
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3.2.2 Helicopter trials 

Helicopter trials were carried out to the south of Banks Peninsula, predominantly 

between Birdlings Flat and the mouth of the Rakaia River. This area was chosen 

because it displayed representative and varying densities, and because it was sheltered 

from the prevailing north-easterly winds. Most transects were run parallel to the coast 

to avoid the very high densities that are sometimes encountered when approaching the 

shore in this area. A small amount of surveying was also carried out in Akaroa 

Harbour. 

A Robinson R22 helicopter with pilot and one observer (ES) followed a zig-zag flight 

path approximately 1.5 km in front of the boat, travelling out to 1 OOOm either side of 

the vessel's trackline (Figure 3.1). To aid tracking sightings from the air, sighting 

positions were marked with rhodamine dye bombs1
. The position of the helicopter 

relative to the boat was determined via the boat's RADAR (Furuno 1720). This 

RADAR set was calibrated for distance accuracy at anchor using bearings to known 

points ashore and measurements made with a laser rangefinder. The absolute position 

of the boat was determined to an accuracy of 2-5m via differential GPS (Trimble 

GeoExplorer; post-processed). Land distances (required for calculation of sighting 

range calculation) were obtained at the time of sighting via RADAR or during 

analysis using GIS coastline data and the computer program "SDR Map" (Trimble 

Navigation). 

Boat observers followed standard sighting procedures (see chapter 2, this thesis) using 

Fujinon 7 x 50 marine binoculars with in-built compasses and reticle scales. On most 

occasions the helicopter was outside the field of view of the observers' binoculars. On 

the occasions when it was within their view, observers made a conscious effort to 

remain unbiased by the movements of the helicopter. On making a sighting, the 

helicopter observer informed an independent observer located in the cabin of the boat 

(all communications went via the independent observer - at no stage could boat 

observers hear the helicopter observer or vice versa). 

1 Dye bombs consisted of a tablespoon of Rhodamine in about half a cup of sand, placed in two taped 
together paper cups. On impact the cups came apart, releasing the dye. 
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Figure 3.1: Diagram showing approximate flight path of the helicopter relative to the 

survey vessel. 
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The helicopter would hover directly above the sighting while a range and bearing 

relative to the boat was taken via RADAR. The helicopter then ceased hovering, but 

tracked the sighting either until the boat observers had sighted the group, or it had 

passed abeam of the boat. 

A second range and bearing were then taken. Sightings that were lost during tracking 

were discarded during analysis. The independent observer, in liason with the 

helicopter observer and boat observers, determined whether the sighting was a 

duplicate (i.e. made by both helicopter and boat observers) using information on 

location and group size. These decisions were double checked in analysis by 

inspection of the plotted locations of sightings made from either or both platforms. 

3.3 Data analysis 

3.3.1 Timaru - Long Point abundance estimates 

Conventional abundance estimates were calculated usmg standard line-transect 

procedures (see chapter 2, for analysis protocols). These were later corrected to 

produce unbiased abundance estimates that accounted for both vessel attraction and 

missed groups near the trackline. 

3.3.2 Helicopter trials 

Data were analysed following Buckland and Turnock (1992). Let 

gs())) = probability that a group detected from the helicopter at perpendicular 

distance y from the trackline of the ship is subsequently detected from 

the ship, 

fs(y) = probability density of perpendicular distances, prior to responsive movement, 

of animals subsequently detected by the boat observers 

= gs (y) Iµ, withµ= f gs (y)dy, 

w = truncation distance for perpendicular distances y, 

nh = number of helicopter detections, 

ns = number of ship detections, 

nhs = number of detections made from both platforms ( duplicate 

detections), 
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fi(y) = probability density function of helicopter detection distances, 

fis(y) = probability density function of duplicate detection distances as 

recorded from the helicopter, 

f(x) = probability density function of perpendicular distances recorded 

from the ship, 

L = length of transect line. 

A conventional estimate of density of groups, assuming no responsive movement and 

g(O) = 1 (all animals on the trackline seen with certainty) is calculated as 

A 

A ns. f(O) 
Ds =---

2L 
(3.1) 

A corrected estimate, allowing for responsive movement and including an estimate of 

g(O) is given by 

Where 

and 

A 

D = _n_s · -'-/s--'--( O'--) 
u 2L·gs(O). 

fs(O) = gs(O) ' r gs(y)dy 

A 

A ( ) _ nhs · ji,s(y) 
gs y - A • 

n,,. fi(y) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

The parameters fis(y) and fi(y) were estimated using standard line-transect methods, 

with a common truncation distance of w. A correction factor for abundance estimates 

of Hector's dolphin groups can be estimated by 

A I A c=Du Ds. (3.5) 
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Using Distance 3.5 (Thomas et al., 1998) a half-normal model with cosme 

adjustments was fitted to the boat sightings to estimate f(O) ( eqn 3 .1 ). The half-normal 

model was fitted to helicopter data to estimate fi(O) and the uniform model with 

cosine adjustments was fitted to the duplicate sightings to estimate !hs(O). All were 

selected using Akaike's Information Criterion. Potential model choices were: 

hazard/cosine, hazard/polynomial, half-normal/cosine, half-normal/hermite and 

uniform/cosine. Truncation distance was 640m for boat sightings, and 1 OOOm for 

helicopter and duplicate sightings. Sightings for which range (radial distance) was 

estimated by eye, and those made during Beaufort sea state > 2 were removed before 

f(O) estimation, but were used for density estimation. Surveys were discontinued when 

sea state rose above Beaufort 3. These criteria were used to ensure that only high 

quality data were used to estimate effective search widths. 

Errors for the uncorrected density estimate were calculated using standard procedures 

(see chapter 2, this thesis). The error for c was estimated by bootstrapping on legs of 

effort (transect lines) and applying the estimation procedure to each of 199 bootstrap 

data sets. The standard deviation of the bootstrap estimates was used as the standard 

error of c. 

Ideally, the correction factor would be estimated separately for each survey from 

separate sets of boat/helicopter trials conducted in areas of representative density. 

Financial and logistical constraints prevent this, so the correction factor estimated 

here was applied to abundance estimates from the 1998 Banks Peninsula survey as 

well as the 1999 Timaru - Long Point survey. 

Adjusted abundance estimates were calculated by 

flu =c·Ns. 
The CVs of the corrected abundance estimates (Nu) were estimated by 

where CV ( c) = SE5 c) . 
C 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 
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The Satterthwaite degrees of freedom (di) for abundance estimate confidence intervals 

were calculated in the usual way (Buckland et al., 1993), 

A 4 

df= CV(Nu) A ' 

CV(c) 4 CV(Ns )4 
---+----

(3.9) 

B-l dfs 

where B is the number of bootstrap samples, and dfs is the Satterthwaite degrees of 

freedom for the uncorrected abundance estimate, N8. 

3.4 Results 

Observer training was conducted on 10 days, during which more than 100 sightings 

were made. This intensive training was done for two reasons. Firstly, the Motunau

Timaru survey showed that at least a week of observer training was required to ensure 

high data quality. Secondly, it was important to ensure that the scanning behaviour of 

the current observer crew closely mimicked that of the previous survey. This was 

necessary because the correction factor developed from these trials was to be applied 

to data collected during both surveys. 

3.4.1 Correction factor- helicopter trials 

Results are summarised in table 3.1. The effective half strip width for boat sightings 

was calculated as 268 m. This is very similar to estimates from the 1998 Banks 

Peninsula survey (275 m and 264 m for 'harbours and bays' and 'all other strata' 

respectively, see chapter 2, this thesis). The density (groups/km2
) seen during the 

helicopter trials was similar to that seen in the same area during the 1998 survey. 

These results confirm that our field methods were robust to differences between 

observer teams. 
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Table 3.1: Summary of density and correction factor estimates (helicopter trials) 

Length of transect, L (km) 308 

Truncation distance, w (km) 1.0 

Number of helicopter detections, n,, 58 

Number of ship detections, ns 126 

Number of duplicate detections, n,,s 33 

Half- ESW of helicopter {km) 0.532 

Half- ESW for duplicates (km) 0.342 

Apparent half- ESW of boat (km) 0.268 

Apparent density estimate (groups/km2
) 0.763 

Corrected density estimate (groups/km2
) 0.384 

Boat detection probability 'near' trackline 0.886 

Correction factor 0.503 

Standard error, SE(c) 0.091 

Detection functions for boat and helicopter sightings (figs 3.2 and 3.3 respectively) 

are tidy in comparison to those presented in Tumock et al. (1995). Goodness of Fit 

probabilities for boat and helicopter detection functions are 0.955 and 0.963 

respectively, indicating excellent fits. The detection function for the duplicate 

sightings (fig. 3.4) was more difficult to fit. Given the restricted sample size of 

duplicates (n = 33) this is not unexpected. Buckland and Tumock (1992) openly state 

that they were fortunate to get a tidy fit to their (smaller, n = 22) sample of duplicates. 

Note that different binning may improve the fit of the duplicates model, but the actual 

model that was selected would remain the same and the effective strip width would 

not change. 
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Figure 3.2: Frequency distribution of sightings with binned perpendicular distances 

and the fitted detection function for boat sightings (half-normal/cosine, n. = 121). 
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The estimate of g(O) (0.89) is high compared to published estimates for harbour 

porpoises (0.78, Barlow, 1988, and 0.72, Palka, 1995). Harbour porpoises are cryptic, 

and avoid survey vessels (Palka and Hammond, 1998; Dawson and Slooten, pers. 

obs.), so g(O) in their case is expected to be low. The correction factor derived from 

the helicopter trials is 0.5032. This means that, if left uncorrected, line-transect 

abundance estimates of Hector's dolphins would be over-estimated by a factor of two. 

3.4.2 Abundance estimates for 1999 Timaru-Long Point survey: 

As expected, there were insufficient sightings to estimate effective strip width 

robustly (table 3.3) using only the 27 sightings gained between Timaru and Long 

point (see figs 3.5 and 3.6). Since boat-based sighting procedures were identical, and 

sighting conditions similar, sightings made during the helicopter trials at Banks 

Peninsula were also used for calculation of effective strip width. This resulted in a 

sample size of 121 observations after truncation and application of usual data quality 

criteria (see chapter 2, this thesis for details). This exceeds Buckland et al.'s (1993) 

recommendation of 60-80 sightings for robust fitting of the detection function by a 

factor of almost two. 

Table 3.2: Survey effort and sightings (Timaru- Long Point) 

Survey effort (km) # Sightings Sightings/km Area (km2
) 

Timaru- Te Waewae Bay 336 13 0.04 4614 

Te Waewae Bay- Long 101 14 0.14 396 

Point 

Study Area 437 27 5010 
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Figure 3.6: Transect lines and sightings between Nugget Point and Long Point. 
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Table 3.3: Abundance estimates (Timaru- Long Point) 

Number Group Effective Estimated %CV(Nu) Lower95% 

of groups size, s half strip abundance, Nu confidence 

seen width (m) ( corrected) limit 

Timaru-Te 13 1.85 268 310 28.4 160 

WaewaeBay 

Te Waewae 14 1.71 268 89 32.4 23 

Bay-Long 

Point 

Study Area 27 268 399 25.5 232 

Because only one sighting was made between Oamaru and Te Waewae Bay, only two 

levels of stratification for abundance estimates were warranted: Timaru- Te Waewae 

Bay, and Te Waewae Bay- Long Point. A summary of abundance estimation 

calculations for these strata are given in table 3.4. Estimates of precision have been 

recalculated to allow for the precision of the correction factor. 

Table 3.4: Summary of corrected abundance estimates from 1998 Motunau- Timaru 

survey 

Ns Nu %CV(Nu) Lower95% Upper 95% 

confidence limit confidence limit 

Akaroa Harbour 124 62 33.9 32 121 

Other harbours 29 14 67.49 3 79 

Sanctuary (excl. harbours) 1631 821 22.1 535 1258 

Sanctuary (total) 1784 897 28.2 522 1543 

Motunau- Timaru (excl. 597 300 36.5 133 679 

Sanctuary 

Study area total ( excl. 2395 1198 27.26 709 2025 

offshore) 

Upper 95% 

confidence 

limit 

598 

346 

686 
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Table 3.5 contains a combined abundance estimate for the area surveyed so far 

(Motunau- Long Point). 

Table 3.5: Abundance estimate (Motunau- Long Point) 

Estimated abundance, %CV(Nu) Lower 95% Upper 95% 

Nu (corrected) confidence limit confidence limit 

1596 24.1 1002 2546 

3.5 Discussion 

Adaptation of the Buckland and Tumock (1992) method for simultaneous 

boat/helicopter surveys proved straightforward. A number of modifications were 

made to increase precision ( e.g. post-processed GPS to gain position accuracies of 2-

5m) and practicality. In place of a 4+ seat turbine-driven helicopter, a Robinson R22, 

(a two seater piston-engined helicopter) was used. This decision was taken for two 

reasons. Firstly, since the helicopter can track only one sighting at a time, there is 

little point in using several observers in it. Secondly, the Robinson was about a third 

of the cost to hire, meaning that we could afford to fly more hours to increase the 

sample size of duplicate sightings. 

The corrected estimates of abundance are consistent with existing knowledge. In 

chapter 2 (the Motunau-Timaru survey) it is mentioned that counts made on only 

three of 115 zig-zag surveys of Akaroa Harbour between 1985-1997 fell within the 

95% confidence interval of the uncorrected line-transect estimate for the harbour (85-

181 ), suggesting that the line-transect estimate was biased high. The helicopter trials 

demonstrated that uncorrected surveys could be biased high by 100%. Further, the 

1984-85 strip transect survey estimated abundance for the Motunau to Timaru area (to 

5 miles offshore) was 832 (95% c.i. 689-994; Dawson and Slooten 1988). The 1998 

uncorrected line-transect estimate was 2395 (95% c.i. = 1594-3557). If accepted at 

face value, this new estimate implied either that the 1984-85 survey result was biased 

low, or that this population of Hector's dolphins was growing at 7.8% p.a. Dolphins in 

general appear to have maximum population growth rates between 2-4% (Perrin and 

Reilly, 1984; Reilly and Barlow, 1986). The population parameters of Hector's 
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dolphins have been studied in detail (Slooten, 1991; Slooten and Lad, 1991; Slooten 

et al., 1992; Cameron et al., 1999) and are better known than for most dolphin species. 

Leslie matrix population models suggest maximum population growth rates of 1.8-

4.9%, with 4.9% being the absolute upper bound and 1.8% being the most likely 

(Slooten and Lad, 1991). 

The 1985 Motunau to Timaru abundance estimate is 832 (N1), with a standard error of 

74 (SE1, both estimated via bootstrapping). The 1998 corrected abundance estimate is 

1198 (N2), with a standard error of 327 (SE2). A test for the significance of this 

difference can be carried out using the following method (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981, pg 

228) 

D±2SE(D). 

Where, 

D=N1 -N2 

and 

SE(D) = ~SE1
2 + SEi. 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

Equation 3.10 produces an interval of-304 to 1006, which is large and includes zero. 

The difference is therefore not significant. It should be noted however that both field 

and analytical techniques differed greatly between the two surveys, this lack of 

significance should therefore be treated with caution. If both estimates are taken at 

face value, this suggests an annual population growth rate of 2.8%. This estimate is 

relatively high, but within the range of what could be possible biologically. 
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Chapter 4: Relative efficiency of line transect survey designs 

4.1 Introduction 

When carrying out line transect surveys for estimating abundance of cetaceans, there 

are certain assumptions that are considered critical (Buckland et al., 1993, and see 

chapter 1, this thesis): 

1. The probability of detection on the trackline is 1 (g(O) = l ), 

2. Animals are detected prior to responsive movement, and 

3. Measurements are recorded accurately, with no observer bias. 

Violations of these assumptions, for example responsive movement of target species, 

will result in biased estimates of density and abundance (Hiby and Hammond, 1989; 

Buckland et al., 1993). As a result, the majority of line transect studies have focussed 

on these violations and methods to deal with them (see chapter 1, this thesis). 

Researchers are now beginning to focus on principles of survey design. Buckland et 

al. (1993) recommend defining geographic strata a priori in order to improve the 

precision of estimates and reduce bias. In many cases, however, there is not sufficient 

information to do this confidently, and a common approach is to post-stratify, ie 

stratify data after collection. Data can be post-stratified by area ( e.g. Sexton et al., 

1991) or by other variables such as sea state and school size (e.g. Forcada et al., 

1995). Post-stratification has its dangers because it can lead to positive or negative 

biases in abundance estimates, and underestimates of variance (Buckland et al., 

1993). 

In January and February of 1998, a line transect survey was carried out to estimate 

Hector's dolphin abundance between Motunau and Timaru on the east coast of the 

South Island of New Zealand (see chapter 2, this thesis). Hector's dolphins in this area 

had been studied in detail for more than a decade so there was a great deal of 

information available on dolphin distribution. It was not difficult, therefore, to decide 

on appropriate geographic stratification. 
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The aim of this chapter is to use the data from the 1998 Hector's dolphin survey to 

investigate the relative efficiency of different survey designs. In other words, how 

does the survey design (stratification and/or effort allocation) affect the final 

abundance estimates? To answer this question, data from the 1998 survey will be used 

to develop a spatial model of dolphin distribution, which will then be re-sampled 

using different survey designs. Note that I do not imply that the spatial model 

characterises the true distribution of Hector's dolphin. I am merely using it as a basis 

on which to compare the efficiency, accuracy and precision of alternative survey 

designs. 

The principal justification for this work is that while much has been published on field 

methods and data analysis for line transect surveys (Buckland et al., 1993, provide the 

most comprehensive review) there is little to guide people in designing robust, cost

effective surveys. 

Hiby and Hammond (1989) recommend using a saw-tooth (zig-zag) survey design to 

achieve uniform coverage probability (figure 4.1 ). 

Figure 4.1: example of the zig-zag design often used in line-transect surveys 

This design has subsequently been used in several surveys (e.g. Miyashita, 1993; 

Forcada et al., 1994 and 1995; Forcada and Hammond, 1998), but is not suitable for 

inshore surveys as it does not result in uniform coverage probability for curved or 

irregular coastlines. A zig-zag pattern on a convex coastline, for example, results in a 
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proportionately greater amount of effort inshore which may bias abundance estimates, 

particularly if there is an offshore density gradient. 

Buckland et al. (1993) make some comments on survey design. They note, for 

example, that there is no compelling reason to use completely random tracks, and that 

systematic designs will often result in greater precision. They offer some advice on 

how to lay out transect lines, but concentrate mainly on field methods to ensure that 

the primary assumptions are satisfied. There is a need to extend the theory of survey 

design to improve both the efficiency and precision of line transect surveys, and to 

guide people in designing cost-efficient line transect surveys. 

4.2 Methods 

The idea behind the hypothetical dolphin distribution was that if density could be 

contoured, then any sample of transect lines could be chosen and each would have an 

associated expected number of sightings, E(n), which would be predicted by the 

contours. The population is hypothetical because while it is based on real data, no 

assumptions are being made about how well it could predict the "real" density. It was 

decided to use encounter rate, or number of groups seen per kilometer of trackline, to 

represent density. The observed number of sightings for each line can be generated 

from a Poisson probability distribution with a mean equal to the expected n specified 

by the contour plot. By also generating distances and group sizes with realistic 

characteristics for each "sighting" it would be possible to create and analyse simulated 

survey data sets, assessing the relative bias and precision of each design used. 

4.2.1 Data simulation and analysis 

The first step was to create plots which showed the coastline that had been surveyed 

in 1998, together with contour lines based on observed encounter rates (i.e. number of 

groups seen per kilometer of trackline ). These plots were created using Surfer Surface 

Mapping System (Golden Software Inc.). A Houston Instruments Hipad Plus digitizer 

was used to generate base maps onto which contours were overlayed ( e.g figure 4.2). 

Contouring was done using the Minimum Curvature method, which attempts to 

generate the smoothest surface while honouring the original data as closely as 

possible. 
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Figure 4.2: 1998 survey study area with encounter rate (sightings/km trackline) 

contours. Highest densities are seen off the Eastern side and to the south of the 

peninsula. Contouring interval is 0.2 (groups seen per kilometer of trackline ). 
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Figure 4.3: Birdlings Flat- Rakaia River, encounter rate contours and transect lines 

(full set). Contouring interval is 0.5 (groups seen per kilometer oftrackline). 
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Using the digitizer, a further overlay was created that contained a theoretical set of all 

possible transect lines for each coastline block (e.g figure 4.3, see chapter 2, methods 

section, for explanation of design principles). These were spaced at approximately 0.5 

km intervals, equivalent to about one effective strip width, based on the 1998 survey 

results. The length of each line was measured and E(n) was generated for each line. 

Distributions of expected sample size for each line were generated using Crystal Ball 

(Decisioneering Inc.). Following Buckland et al. (1993) it was assumed that sample 

size, n, had a Poisson distribution. For each line, 200 possible values of n were 

generated. This number was chosen because it was within software limitations and 

because when plotted on a frequency histogram it closely approximated a Poisson 

distribution with the appropriate E(n). Crystal Ball was also used to generate a 

theoretical set of group sizes, via resampling from the group size distribution found in 

the 1998 survey. Perpendicular distances were generated in Excel by replicating the 

uniform key function with 2 cosine adjustments. This was the model fitted to 

perpendicular distance data from "all other strata" (i.e. outside harbours and bays) for 

the 1998 survey. 

Uniform key function, 1/w, 

Cosine series expansion, L a 
1 

cos 1 ny . Ill ( • ) 

j;J w 

Simulations were run using an Excel macro (see appendix 1 for the macro code): 

Step 1: Lines are selected according to a particular design (e.g. no stratification, with 

random line selection). 

Step 2: Corresponding sample sizes, n, are selected randomly from the appropriate 

distributions. 

Step 3: Perpendicular distances and group sizes are randomly assigned to each 

"sighting", thus creating a data input file (see appendix 2 for file format). 

Step 4: Distance 3.5 is called from command line (i.e. within MS-DOS) and an 

analysis is completed using a previously written command file (see appendix 3). The 

analysis included the use of the multiplicative correction factor that was developed in 

chapter 3. Abundance estimates were therefore corrected for the bias that was present 

in the 1998 data (see chapters 2 and 3, this thesis). 
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Step 5: The Distance output file is opened, and relevant statistics, such as N and 

CV(N) are extracted. The code then loops back to step 1 and the process is repeated 

199 times. Each simulation took approximately 90 minutes on a 266 MHz Pentium II 

computer. 

For each survey design, the overall effort was chosen to be roughly the same as for 

the 1998 survey, in order to represent what could realistically be achieved in one field 

season. The offshore zone was not included in the simulations, because of the very 

low sighting rates observed in that zone (see chapter 2, this thesis). Since design 

alternatives for harbours and bays were limited, these were also excluded from the 

simulations. 

In choosing which designs to simulate, I decided to look at two main categories: 

random vs. systematic, and stratified vs. non-stratified. A total of 8 designs were 

chosen: 

Type 1: Single stratum, random line selection. 

Type 2: Stratification and effort as per 1998 survey, random line selection. 

Type 3: Two strata (split at Goughs Bay, Banks Peninsula), random line selection. 

Type 4: Stratification as per 1998 survey, with random line selection and equal effort 

in both strata. 

Design type 3 represents a poor stratification scheme (given the hypothetical density 

illustrated in figure 4.2), while design type 4 represents ideal stratification with poor 

effort allocation. Design types 5 to 8 are the same as 1 to 4, with systematic rather 

than random line selection. For systematic selection, the first line in each coastline 

block was selected randomly, then lines were selected at regularly spaced intervals. 

Examples of each survey are given in appendix 4. 

Key statistics ( and corresponding CV s) used in estimating abundance were extracted 

for each 'survey' (length of transect line, number of groups seen, average group size, 

ESW and encounter rate, see equation 2.1, chapter 2). Abundance estimates (N), 

CV(N) and 95% confidence intervals for N were also extracted. 
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4.2.2 Measures of accuracy and precision 

A survey that uses the theoretical set of all possible lines represents the benchmark 

against which other designs can be compared. So a simulation was run which selected 

all lines, giving an estimate of the "true" abundance for this hypothetical population. 

Note that this simulation used 499 replicates to ensure the benchmark abundance was 

as precise as possible. This was compared to other simulation results to indicate the 

level of bias of each design. Relative bias (BN) is calculated as follows: 

199 

where N = L N/199 (mean of 199 replicates), and 
i=l 

N r = true abundance. 

(4.1) 

A mean absolute relative error of abundance (EN) for each design is calculated as: 

199 N~ -N I i T 

E = i=I NT 
N 199 

(4.2) 

This is an indication of the average error associated with the abundance estimates. 

The precision of each simulated survey can be summarized by 

CV(N) = SD~N). (4.3) 
N 

~ 

Where SD( N) is the standard deviation of the 199 estimates of N. This will be called 

the true CV(N) in order to distinguish it from the estimated CV(N) calculated (for 

each survey) by Distance. The comparison of the true CV with the estimated CV 

(Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4) is analogous to the situation faced in most sampling 

situations, where the population variance, cr2 is unknown and must be estimated from 

the data to produce the variance estimate, s2. In other words, the estimated CV(N) is 

what you could expect from any one survey. Confidence intervals were calculated 

using both the true CV(N) and the mean of the estimated CV(N) (over 199 replicates). 

Plotting abundance estimates with both confidence intervals shows how well 

variance, and therefore CV(N), is estimated for each survey, with differences between 
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true and estimated confidence intervals indicating the uncertainty in estimation of 

CV(N). 

The standard error of (true) CV(N) was calculated using the formula 

CV(N) 
SE{CV(N)} = r,:;::- ,(SokalandRohlf,1981,pg139) 

-v2ns 
(4.4) 

Where ns (=199) is the number of simulated surveys. 

A further assessment of precision is given by the confidence interval error rate 

(Fletcher, pers. comm.). This is an indication of how often the confidence interval 

does not include the true abundance. Ideally, the error rate should be no greater than 

5%, as then the confidence interval would include the true abundance 95% of the 

time. The upper error rate (how often the true value of N is higher than the upper limit 

of the confidence interval) should be roughly equal to the lower error rate (how often 

N is less than the lower limit of the confidence interval). The total error rate is a sum 

of the two (see results section and figure 4.5 for further explanation). 
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4.3 Results 

Table 4.1: Abundance estimates, bias, and mean absolute error for all designs. 

Survey Results 

Type Random or Mean abundance Bias,BN Mean error, EN 

systematic estimate,N 

All lines 784 - -

Random 804 0.026 0.279 

1 
Systematic 815 0.014 0.206 

Random 794 -0.026 0.293 

2 
Systematic 764 -0.038 0.214 

Random 768 0.005 0.264 

3 

Systematic 804 0.047 0.206 

Random 767 -0.046 0.275 

4 

Systematic 765 -0.003 0.187 

The mean abundance estimates show little variation between the designs (Table 4.1, 

Figure 4.4). Bias is negligible for all designs, at less than 5% (Table 4.1). However 

the mean absolute relative errors show that if the results of just one random survey 

were chosen, the abundance would be likely to differ from the true abundance by up 

to 30%, compared with 20% for systematic designs. This error can be thought of as 

the average bias for a single replicate. 

Figure 4.4 shows mean abundance estimates for all designs, with both true and mean 

estimated 95% confidence intervals (and see table 4.2). Estimated error is higher than 

true error in all cases, but the increase is relatively larger for systematic surveys. 

There is some variation in CV(N) between designs (table 4.3). While systematic 
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designs are more precise, on average the estimated CV (N) from a random survey will 

be closer to the true CV(N) for that design. 

As expected, effective half search width (ESW) varies little (Table 4.3), and while 

CVs of ESWs are relatively high, these could be expected to decrease with manual 

binning of distances since binning in the simulations is, by neccessity, automated. 

CV(ESW) appears to vary slightly between random and systematic designs, with 

those from systematic surveys generally being lower. Encounter rates vary little 

between designs, but the corresponding CV values are lower for systematic designs. 

Average group size estimates are similar across all designs, with similar precision for 

all simulations. 

Abundance estimates with 95% confidence limits (true and 
estimated) 

0--------------------------
IR IS 2R 2S 3R 3S 4R 4S 

Design type 

Figure 4.4: Abundance estimates, plus true and mean estimated 95% log-based 

confidence intervals (refer to page 55 for explanation of true vs. estimated). In all 

cases the estimated intervals are wider. (Refer to methods section for design 

descriptions). The dotted line represents the true abundance. (Rand S denote random 

or systematic surveys for each basic design type). 
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Table 4.2: 95% log-based confidence intervals 

Survey 95% log-based confidence intervals 

Type Random or True or Mean Lower Upper Width 

systematic estimated abundance bound bound 

True 379 1706 1327 

Random 804 

Estimated 365 1812 1448 
1 

True 494 1343 849 

Systematic 815 
Estimated 414 1610 1196 

True 396 1592 1196 

Random 794 

2 
Estimated 351 1828 1477 

True 457 1280 823 

Systematic 764 

Estimated 386 1520 1135 

True 401 1476 1075 

Random 768 
Estimated 381 1563 1182 

3 

True 478 1351 873 

Systematic 804 
Estimated 417 1556 1138 

True 392 1502 1110 

Random 767 

Estimated 351 1714 1363 

4 
True 476 1227 751 

Systematic 765 

Estimated 391 1504 1114 



Table 4.3: CV(N) (true and estimated) plus all error components and their true CVs (not included here is the multiplicative correction factor, 
c, which has a value of 0.50 and a standard error of 0.091 ). CV(N) is calculated using the sum of squares of the CVs of s, ESW, n and c (see 
equation 2.2, chapter 2, this thesis). 

Survey Results 

Type Random or Group CV(s) ESW CV Encounter CV MeanN True CV(N) Estimated SE{CV(N)} 

systematic size, s (ESW) rate (n/L) (n/L) CV(N) 

Random 3.01 0.090 265 0.178 0.111 0.270 804 0.399 0.416 0.021 

1 Systematic 2.99 0.080 269 0.165 0.116 0.150 815 0.259 0.350 O.oI8 

Random 2.97 0.104 262 0.204 0.111 0.291 794 0.360 0.431 0.022 

2 Systematic 3.05 0.125 277 0.169 0.114 0.171 764 0.265 0.353 0.018 

Random 3.02 0.119 278 0.174 0.106 0.285 768 0.338 0.378 0.019 

3 Systematic 3.02 0.101 273 0.156 0.109 0.168 804 0.270 0.338 0.017 

Random 3.02 0.106 265 0.203 0.107 0.274 767 0.347 0.419 0.021 

4 Systematic 2.99 0.091 269 0.165 0.112 0.162 765 0.243 0.348 0.017 
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An illustration of error rate calculation is given in figure 4.5. It shows 20 replicates 

chosen from the results of "bad" stratification with random line selection. The first 7 

were selected for illustrative purposes because they each showed an upper or lower 

error. The dotted line indicates the true abundance. Upper error rate is the percentage 

of confidence intervals which have an upper limit lower than the true abundance. 

Lower error rate is the percentage of confidence intervals which have a lower limit 

higher than the true abundance. Table 4.4 gives the error rate results. Error rates are 

all less than 5%, with upper error rates generally being higher. The small error rates 

indicate a lack of bias in all designs. 

Abundance estimates and 95% confidence intervals for 20 
replicate surveys ("bad" strata, random line selection) 

o~----------=---------------' 

Figure 4.5: Illustration of how confidence interval error rate is calculated. 
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Table 4.4: Complete confidence interval error rate results (figures shown are 

percentages) 

Survey 95% Confidence interval errors 

Type Random or Lower error rate Upper error rate Total error rate 

systematic 

Random 1.0 1.5 2.5 

1 
Systematic 0 2.5 2.5 

Random 0.5 3.0 3.5 

2 
Systematic 0 1.0 1.0 

Random 1.0 3.0 4.0 

3 
Systematic 0.5 1.0 1.5 

Random 0.5 0.5 1.0 

4 

Systematic 0 1.0 1.0 

4.4 Discussion 

The question of whether to design surveys randomly or systematically is one that has 

received considerable attention (e.g. Cochran, 1977). These simulations show that 

systematic designs are more precise than random surveys. It has been argued that 

random designs are better because variance estimation is, in principle, less biased ( e.g. 

Biby and Hammond, 1989). The results in table 4.2 and figure 4.4 show that while 

estimated error is larger than true error in all cases, this increase is relatively smaller 

for random designs. However the estimates of CV(N) that are produced by the 

systematic designs are, for the most part, still lower than those produced by the 

random designs. 
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Further, the abundance estimates of systematic surveys are, on average, closer to the 

true value. Error rates, although less than 5% for all designs, are generally higher for 

random designs. Mean absolute relative error is also higher for random designs. So, 

while random surveys do not appear to be biased, they are less accurate. 

It is worth noting that the systematic designs used in these simulations have an 

element of randomisation, resulting in uniform coverage probability throughout the 

area. However, because only the first line in each block is selected randomly, the 

coverage probabilities of each line are not independent. In other words, the choice of 

the first transect determines the positions of the remaining transects. Hiby and 

Hammond (1989) argue that in principle this will result in a biased variance estimator. 

If the density being sampled varies according to a repeating pattern with a period 

equal to the distance between transects, then transects may consistently sample high 

or low density areas. In practice however, this seems highly unlikely. 

In looking at individual sources of variation for each design, clear differences can be 

seen in the variation of effective half search width (ESW) and encounter rate (n/L). It 

is not surprising that these two parameters show similarities in variation since they are 

both dependent on sample size, or number of groups seen. Average values for ESW 

and n/L are similar across all designs, but variation is larger for random surveys. This 

is because on some random surveys sample size will be low, hence there will be 

greater error both in encounter rate, and in fitting a detection function. Systematic 

surveys will generally have more uniform sample size between replicates, thereby 

decreasing error. Furthermore, a manual analysis of any one replicate survey could be 

expected to decrease the variation in ESW and therefore overall error. Manual binning 

of distances for ESW estimation generally leads to more precision in error estimates. 

However with a random survey there is a greater chance that sample size will be 

small, resulting in larger variation in key parameters and therefore abundance 

estimates. 

In addition to theoretical considerations, there are practical reasons for favouring 

systematic surveys. Since most surveys are likely to be limited by cost and time it is 

important to minimise "off-effort" travelling. A systematic survey will result in less 

travel time between legs of effort, maximising the available resources. 
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The results from the simulations discussed in this chapter support use of systematic 

surveys, but they do not clearly show a benefit of stratification. There was little gain 

in both accuracy of estimates and overall precision in the cases tested. This does not 

necessarily mean that stratification will never be advantageous. There will be 

situations when, for reasons other than accuracy and precision, one may decide to 

stratify a survey area. One example is when there are areas of specific interest to 

management, as in the case of the 1998 Banks Peninsula survey. In this case 

appropriate strata should still be decided a priori so that robust estimates for areas of 

interest can be obtained. 

In summary, systematic surveys should be given preference over completely 

randomized designs. Systematic surveys are not biased. They produce confidence 

intervals that are narrower than their random conterparts, and have small (less than 

5%) error rates. The only real benefit offered by a random survey is a variance 

estimate that is closer to the true variance of that particular design. However this 

comes at a cost; the abundance estimate is more likely to less accurate and the 

variance estimate, while being less biased, is likely to be high. In practice, the 

potentially biased variance estimates of systematic surveys are unlikely to cause 

problems, and will produce a narrower uncertainty range about the abundance 

estimate, which itself is likely be closer to the true abundance. 

Stratification offers little benefit in terms of accuracy and precision in these trials, but 

may be useful when there are particular areas for which abundance estimates are 

required. Stratification may offer more benefits in areas where animals are extremely 

sparse or highly clustered, or when there is reason to believe that encounter rate will 

vary more between strata than within strata. However it is likely that this would 

require some pre-existing knowledge of distribution and abundance, or a pilot study 

of some sort. Alternatively, one could use an adaptive approach. One such method has 

been developed by Pollard and Buckland (1997) and tested by Palka and Pollard 

(1999). While this method been shown to increase efficiency in certain cases, adaptive 

sampling is an area which still shows considerable potential for development. This is 

discussed further in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and recommendations 

5.1 Hector's dolphin abundance surveys 

Until recently, boat-based line-transect surveys have been conducted predominantly 

from large monohulls. Cetacean surveys need an elevated platform, so that observers 

are able to spot the target species at distance, minimising the risk of responsive 

movement. The platform also needs to be relatively stable, since observers are 

required to read off measurements, often from the eyepiece of hand-held or mounted 

binoculars. Results from the surveys presented in chapters two and three prove that 

smaller boats can fulfil these requirements, and that conventional line-transect 

methods can be adapted for use on cheaper, more manoeuvrable vessels. This has 

significant implications for research in developing nations, where conservation needs 

and conservation budgets show greatest disparity. Using a smaller boat in coastal 

waters presented some interesting challenges, and the resulting survey design came 

about through both theoretical and practical considerations. 

The results from the first of the Hector's dolphin surveys were initially encouraging. 

There seemed to be greater numbers of dolphins in the Banks Peninsula area than was 

expected. However as was demonstrated in chapter two, analysis of orientation data 

indicated that these abundance estimates were probably biased. The corrected 

estimates presented in chapter three seem much more realistic, and are consistent with 

other current knowledge on the population biology of Hector's dolphins ( chapter 

three, this thesis). 

The results broadly confirm earlier abundance estimates (Dawson and Slooten, 1988) 

and put Hector's dolphin amongst the most endangered small cetaceans 

internationally (Dawson, pers. comm., and see table 1.1 ). It is also one of few 

endangered small cetacean species for which reliable abundance estimates are 

available. 

The next phase of the Hector's dolphin quantitative surveys is in planning stages at 

the time of writing, and looks set to go ahead in the 1999/2000 summer. This survey 
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will extend line-transect coverage from Motunau to Farewell Spit. The highest 

priority now should be given to the West Coast of the South Island. The boat-based 

surveys described here would not be suitable for use on the West Coast because 

running transects down-swell in the early part of the day (when sea conditions are 

usually best) would result in unacceptable glare conditions. Aerial surveys therefore 

seem the best option for this area. 

That leaves the West Coast of the North Island. The 1985 abundance estimate for this 

area was, at most, 268 (based on bootstrapping, see Dawson and Slooten, 1988). The 

results from Martien et al.'s (1999) modelling of extinction risk put this population in 

the highest risk category. All possible combinations of parameters using the most 

optimistic abundance estimates (upper 95% bootstrap confidence limit from 1985 

survey) lead to a decline in the West Coast North Island population. Because of the 

very low density in this area the line-transect methods described in this thesis are 

unlikely to work. It is possible that in areas of very low density, strip transect surveys 

that concentrate effort inshore may be more practical, as this is likely to result in a 

higher encounter rate. Getting robust information about the status of this population 

will be challenging, but should be considered urgent. Pichler et al. (1998) 

demonstrated that this population differs genetically from South Island populations. In 

terms of management, this means not only that the North Island population is unlikely 

to be replenished by dispersal, but also that it is a unique gene pool that should be 

preserved (Martien et al., 1999). 

With robust population estimates now available for much of the East Coast of the 

South Island, an important question is what do these numbers mean for the 

conservation of Hector's dolphin? As yet unpublished data from a fisheries observer 

program in Pegasus Bay/Canterbury Bight area in 1997/98 show that incidental 

catches of Hector's dolphins still occur, with 6 catches observed in approximately one 

third of the total gillnet sets (P. Starr, pers. comm.). The challenge now is to 

determine if these catches are sustainable, given the current population size and 

population growth rates of Hector's dolphin. 

Wade (1998) scribed the Potential Biological Removal (PBR) model for determining 

acceptable mortalities of marine mammal populations. Because the PBR model is . 

intended to be generic it does not require a lot of detailed information, needing just a 
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minimum population estimate (usually the lower 60% log-normal confidence limit), a 

net productivity rate and a recovery factor. It has been proposed that the PBR model 

be used to set a MALFIRM (maximum allowable fisheries related mortality) for 

Hector's dolphins. This has met with a certain amount of opposition, mainly because 

the PBR model is not age-structured or species specific. The great advantage of the 

PBR model other than its simplicity, is that its performance has been thoroughly 

tested via simulation, and has been shown to allow populations to recover (Wade, 

1998). With six catches of Hector's dolphins observed in the 1997 /98 season, it is 

likely that there were around 15-20 catches overall. 

The PBR equation is as follows: 

N Min = the minimum population estimate of the stock, usually the lower 60% cofidence limit, 

RMax = the maximum theoretical or estimated net productivity rate of the stock, and 

FR = a recovery factor between 0.1 and 1. 

Using the abundance estimates for Hector's dolphins presented in chapter 3, NM;n for 

the inshore zone from Motunau to Timaru (excluding the sanctuary, since these 

animals are protected from gill-netting) is 223 (lower 60% log-normal confidence 

limit). RMax has been estimated to be 4.9% for Hector's dolphins (Slooten and Lad, 

1991), although this was based on human data and used the most optimistic 

reproductive rates. Realistically, RMax is likely to be lower (Slooten and Lad, 1991). 

Hector's dolphins are classified threatened (IUCN, 1996), it follows therefore that the 

recovery factor FR be set at 0.1 (Wade, 1998). Using these parameters, the PBR for 

this area is one animal. Even if the sanctuary population is included, the NM;n is 956 

and the resulting PBR is just two animals. 

The level of incidental mortality observed in 1997 /98 would have exceeded the PBR, 

although this would be dependent on decisions such as what recovery factor is most 

appropriate. While there is resistance within the fishing industry to accept the PBR 

model for setting a MALFIRM, it has been designed to set bycatch limits that will 

allow populations to recover. There are currently no such models available 
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specifically for Hector's dolphins. The PBR model should therefore be used as an 

interim measure. 

Several important questions now face researchers and conservation managers. Are the 

continued fisheries-related mortalities of Hector's dolphins sustainable? What 

measures should be implemented to reduce gillnet mortality of Hector's dolphins to 

acceptable levels? And, is the current level of protection for Hector's dolphins 

sufficient? Questions such as these should be the focus of future research. 

5.2 Line-transect simulations 

The methodology described in chapter four seems to be an effective way of 

simulating survey data. Perhaps the most important limitation lies in the contouring of 

survey data. First attempts at contouring with Surfer resulted in unrealistically high 

encounter rates and abundance. The data file had been created by taking boat 

locations at times of sightings, and assigning each point an encounter rate based on 

the length of that transect line and the number of sightings on it. With this limited 

amount of information, interpolation between data points resulted in high encounter 

rates in areas where no dolphins had been seen during the 1998 survey. Creating "zero 

data points" circumvented this problem. In other words, Surfer needed information 

not only on where dolphins were present, but also where no dolphins had been seen. 

This was achieved by taking each transect line that had been surveyed and breaking it 

into 100m sections. For each section, if there were any sightings an encounter rate 

(based on the 100m length of the section) was assigned, if not then a zero value was 

entered. In this way, Surfer was able to create realistic contours for the areas where 

dolphins had been present (e.g. eastern side of Banks Peninsula) and leave gaps where 

no dolphins had been seen (e.g. between Sumner Head and the Waimakariri River, 

north of the sanctuary). 

When contouring is done on a finer scale (i.e. for all coastline blocks), the nature of 

the contouring will change. This can be seen by comparing figures 4.2 and 4.3. 

However since the purpose of the contouring was to provide a plausible population 

rather than a perfect snapshot of Hector's dolphin density this is not of concern. 
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It is surprising that stratification does not improve precision in the cases tested here. 

The population may have become disjointed and clustered to the point where 

variances in encounter rates were similar across all strata. In this case it is not 

expected that stratification would improve precision. This warrants further 

investigation. 

Buckland et al. (1993) suggest that systematic surveys can result in greater precision. 

The simulation results presented in chapter four confirm this. The results also suggest 

that for this population, as long as the survey is designed systematically, the 

stratification scheme will have little effect. It is important to note though, that these 

results have been obtained from just one population. While these simulations should 

be repeated using populations with lower abundances and different distributions, they 

do provide some useful guidelines for designing inshore line-transect surveys for 

dolphins and porpoises. 

An interesting extension would be to investigate adaptive sampling. Adaptive 

sampling seeks to increase effort in areas of high density, increasing the number of 

detections and, potentially, increasing precision. The underlying aim is to increase the 

efficiency of surveys whilst recognising practical and financial constraints (Pollard 

and Buckland, 1997). 

Much has been published on the general theory of adaptive sampling, ( e.g. Thompson, 

1990, 1991a and b, 1992, 1996; Thompson and Seber, 1994; Thompson et al., 1992). 

Recent attempts to develop an adaptive line-transect approach specifically for ship

board cetacean surveys have shown that an increase in efficiency of 7% can be 

achieved for highly clustered populations (Pollard and Buckland, 1997). Field trials of 

these methods confirmed the results of computer simulations, and demonstrated that 

adaptive methods were easy to implement (Palka and Pollard, 1999). The approach 

taken by Pollard and Buckland was to begin surveying on a straight trackline, then 

start zig-zagging when the number of observations exceeded some pre-set limit. 

Thompson has suggested that a better approach, theoretically at least, would be to 

systematically space a number of parallel transects. When the number of sightings on 

any one transect exceeded some limit, extra parallel transects would be added 

(Thompson, pers. comm., in Pollard and Buckland, 1997). 
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The simulation techniques described in chapter four have the advantage of already 

being set up with parallel transects. Pollard and Buckland argue this approach is 

disadvantaged because of the increased off-effort travelling time. As has been 

explained, there were several practical reasons why parallel transects were used 

during the 1998 Banks Peninsula survey and why, therefore, this approach was used 

in the chapter four simulations. This provides an excellent opportunity to further 

develop the adaptive techniques of Pollard and Buckland (1997) to suit inshore 

surveys carried out from smaller vessels such as the R. V Catalyst. 

An alternative approach to Pollard and Buckland's single-phase adaptive sampling is 

the two-phase approach, developed initially for fisheries trawl surveys (Francis, 

1984). The area of interest is sampled broadly (phase one), and remaining effort is 

allocated according to a stratification scheme developed using data from phase one. 

Essentially, phase one acts as a pilot survey, the difference being that all data are used 

in final analyses. The disadvantage of Pollard and Buckland's scheme is that effort is 

biased towards high density areas. A two-phase adaptive approach is, in effect, simply 

setting up a stratified survey. However there would need to be clearly defined rules on 

how to allocate effort for phase two of the survey. 

The simulation methods used in chapter four would be applicable to adaptive 

sampling simulations, with some modifications to the macro. Exploring such schemes 

for boat-based line-transect cetacean surveys should be the focus of further research. 

Final comments 

The 1996 IUCN Red Data Book lists 7 species of dolphins and porpoises as being 

threatened; a further 20 species are 'data deficient' (IUCN, 1996). Many of the 'data 

deficient' species live in coastal waters and almost certainly suffer from interactions 

with fisheries and from environmental degradation. As populations become smaller 

distribution and abundance information will become increasingly difficult to obtain. 

To minimize risk of extinction, and to ensure further species do not become 

threatened, abundance estimation should remain one of the main foci of cetacean 

research Worldwide. 
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Appendix 1: Visual Basic for Applications macro code used to run simulations 

Sub Simulation() 

' macro recorded 17 /07 /99 by Sam Dufresne for chapter 4 simulations 
'no shortcut key- run from "Tools/Macro" 
' Code for Single stratum, systematic line selection 

Dim Counter 
Counter= 0 
While Counter < 199 
Counter = Counter + 1 
Application.ScreenUpdating = False 

Workbooks.Add 
ChDir "C:\Temp" 
ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs FileName:="C:\Temp\Data.txt", FileFormat:=xlText, 

CreateBackup:= False 

'uniform spacing 
'Mot- DC lines 
columnl = 1 
startrow = 1 

Windows("Transects3d.xls").Activate 
Sheets(''Lines").Activate 

Randomize 
MyValue = Int((l 1 - 1 + 1) * Rnd + 1) 
Dim myCell As Range 
Set myCell = Range(Cells(startrow + MyValue, colurnnl), Cells(startrow + MyValue, colurnnl + 4)) 
myCell.Activate 
Selection.Copy 

Windows("Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell.PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 

Windows("Transects3 d.xls ") .Activate 
Sheets("Lines ") .Activate 

Quit= False 
Do 

ActiveCell.Offset(l 1, O).Range("Al :El ").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell. Offset( 1, O).PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 
Windows("Transects3 d.xls ").Activate 

If ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).Value > 46 Then Quit= True 
currentrow = ActiveCell 
Loop Until Quit = True 

'DC- Sumner lines 
colurnnl = 1 
startrow = 4 7 

Windows("Transects3d.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Lines").Activate 

Randomize 
MyValue = Int((l 1 - 1 + 1) * Rnd + 1) 
Dim MyCell_2 As Range 
Set MyCell_2 = Range(Cells(startrow + MyValue, colurnnl), Cells(startrow + MyValue, colurnnl + 

4)) 
MyCell _ 2.Activate 
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Selection.Copy 
Windows("Data.txt").Activate 

ActiveCell.PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 
Windows("Transects3d.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Lines ").Activate 

Quit= False 
Do 

ActiveCell.Offset(l 1, O).Range("Al :El ").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Data. txt") .Activate 
ActiveCell. Offset( 1, O).PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 
W indows("Transects3 d.xls ").Activate 

If ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).Value > 147 Then Quit= True 
currentrow = ActiveCell 
Loop Until Quit = True 

'Rakaia- Rangitata lines 
columnl = 1 
startrow = 148 

W indows("Transects3 d.xls '') .Activate 
Sheets("Lines ").Activate 

Randomize 
MyValue = Int((l 1 - I + 1) * Rnd + 1) 
Dim MyCell_3 As Range 
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Set MyCell_3 = Range(Cells(startrow + MyValue, column!), Cells(startrow + MyValue, column!+ 
4)) 

MyCell_ 3 .Activate 
Selection.Copy 

Windows("Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell.PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 

Windows("Transects3 d.xls '').Activate 
Sheets("Lines ") .Activate 

Quit= False 
Do 

ActiveCell. Offset(! 1, O).Range(" A I :EI ").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Data. txt").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(l, O).PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 
Windows("Transects3 d.xls ").Activate 

If ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).Value > 601 Then Quit= True 
currentrow = ActiveCell 
Loop Until Quit= True 

'Rangitata- Timaru lines 
column!= I 
startrow = 279 

Windows("Transects3 d.xls ").Activate 
Sheets("Lines ").Activate 

Randomize 
MyValue = Int((l l - I+ I)* Rnd + I) 
Dim MyCell_ 4 As Range 
Set MyCell_ 4 = Range(Cells(startrow + MyValue, column I), Cells(startrow + MyValue, columnl + 

4)) 
MyCell_ 4.Activate 
Selection.Copy 

Windows("Data. txt") .Activate 
ActiveCell.PasteSpecial x!Paste Values 

Windows("Transects3 d.xls ").Activate 
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Sheets("Lines").Activate 
Quit= False 
Do 

ActiveCell.Offset(l 1, O).Range("Al :El ").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows(''Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(l, O).PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 
Windows("Transects3 d.xls ") .Activate 

If ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).Value < 672 Then Quit= True 
currentrow = ActiveCell 
Loop Until Quit = True 

'Sumner- Okains lines 
columnl = 1 
startrow = 350 

Windows("Transects3d.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Lines").Activate 

Randomize 
MyValue = Int((l 1 - I + I)* Rnd + I) 
Dim MyCell_5 As Range 
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Set MyCell_5 = Range(Cells(startrow + My Value, column!), Cells(startrow + My Value, column I + 
4)) 

MyCell_5.Activate 
Selection.Copy 

Windows("Data. txt'').Activate 
ActiveCell.PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 

Windows("Transects3 d.xls ") .Activate 
Sheets("Lines").Activate 

Quit= False 
Do 

ActiveCell.Offset(l 1, O).Range("Al :El ").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(l, O).PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 
Windows("Transects3 d.xls ").Activate 

If ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).Value > 207 Then Quit= True 
currentrow = ActiveCell 
Loop Until Quit = True 

'Okains- East Head lines 
column!= I 
startrow = 410 

Windows("Transects3d.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Lines ") .Activate 

Randomize 
MyValue = Int((l 1 - 1 + 1) * Rnd + 1) 
Dim MyCell_ 6 As Range 
Set MyCell_6 = Range(Cells(startrow + MyValue, columnl), Cells(startrow + MyValue, columnl + 

4)) 
MyCell_ 6.Activate 
Selection.Copy 

W indows("Data. txt ").Activate 
ActiveCell.PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 

Windows("Transects3d.xls'').Activate 
Sheets("Lines").Activate 

Quit= False 
Do 

ActiveCell.Offset(l l, O).Range("Al :El ").Select 
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Selection. Copy 
Windows("Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell. Offset( 1, O).PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 
Windows("Transects3 d.xls ") .Activate 

If ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).Value > 247 Then Quit= True 
currentrow = ActiveCell 
Loop Until Quit = True 

'East Head- Pompeys lines 
columnl = 1 
startrow = 450 

Windows("T ransects3 d.xls ").Activate 
Sheets("Lines ").Activate 

Randomize 
MyValue = Int((ll - 1 + 1) * Rnd + 1) 
Dim MyCell_7 As Range 
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Set MyCell_7 = Range(Cells(startrow + MyValue, columnl), Cells(startrow + MyValue, column I + 
4)) 

MyCell_ 7 .Activate 
Selection.Copy 

Windows("Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell.PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 

Windows("Transects3 d.xls ") .Activate 
Sheets("Lines ") .Activate 

Quit= False 
Do 

ActiveCell.Offset(l l, O).Range("Al :El ").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows(''Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(l, O).PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 
Windows("Transects3 d.xls ") .Activate 

If ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).Value > 286 Then Quit= True 
currentrow = ActiveCell 
Loop Until Quit = True 

'Pompey's- Timutimu lines 
columnl = 1 
startrow = 489 

Windows("Transects3 d.xls ").Activate 
Sheets("Lines").Activate 

Randomize 
MyValue = Int((l l - 1 + 1) * Rnd + 1) 
Dim MyCell_ 8 As Range 
Set MyCell_8 = Range(Cells(startrow + MyValue, columnl), Cells(startrow + MyValue, columnl + 

4)) 
MyCell_ 8.Activate 
Selection.Copy 

Windows(''Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell.PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 

W indows("Transects3 d.xls ").Activate 
Sheets("Lines'').Activate 

Quit= False 
Do 

ActiveCell. Offset(l l, 0) .Range(" A 1 :E 1 "). Select 
Selection. Copy 
Windows("Data.txt'').Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(l, O).PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 
Windows(''Transects3d.xls'').Activate 
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If ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).Value > 325 Then Quit= True 
currentrow = ActiveCell 
Loop Until Quit = True 

'Akaroa- BF lines 
column!= 1 
startrow = 528 

Windows(''Transects3d.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Lines ") .Activate 

Randomize 
MyValue = Int((l 1 - 1 + 1) * Rnd + 1) 
Dim MyCell_9 As Range 
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Set MyCell_9 = Range(Cells(startrow + MyValue, column I), Cells(startrow + MyValue, column I + 
4)) 

MyCell_9 .Activate 
Selection.Copy 

Windows("Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell.PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 

Windows(''Transects3d.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Lines ") .Activate 

Quit= False 
Do 

ActiveCell.Offset(l 1, O).Range("Al :El ").Select 
Selection. Copy 
Windows("Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(l, O).PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 
Windows("Transects3d.xls").Activate 

If ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).Value > 380 Then Quit= True 
currentrow = ActiveCell 
Loop Until Quit = True 

'BF- Rakaia lines 
column!= 1 
startrow = 583 

W indows("T ransects3 d.xls '').Activate 
Sheets("Lines ").Activate 

Randomize 
MyValue = Int((ll - 1 + I)* Rnd + 1) 
Dim MyCell_lO As Range 
Set MyCell_lO = Range(Cells(startrow + MyValue, column!), Cells(startrow + MyValue, column! 

+ 4)) 
MyCell_ 1 O.Activate 
Selection.Copy 

Windows("Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell.PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 

Windows(''Transects3d.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Lines ").Activate 

Quit= False 
Do 

ActiveCell.Offset(l 1, O).Range("Al :EI ").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Data.txt").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(l, O).PasteSpecial xlPaste Values 
Windows("Transects3 d.xls ") .Activate 

If ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).Value = 0 Then Quit= True 
currentrow = ActiveCell 
Loop Until Quit = True 
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Windows("Data.txt'').Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).Clear 
Application.Display Alerts= False 
Active Workbook.Save 
Application.Display Alerts= True 

columnl = 5 
startrow = 1 
endrow= 65 
currentrow = startrow 
Quit= False 
Do 

repeats= Application.Cells(currentrow, columnl).Value 
If repeats > 1 Then 

Cells(currentrow + 1, columnl).Activate 
For Count= 2 To repeats 

Selection.EntireRow .Insert 
Next Count 
endrow = endrow + repeats - 1 
currentrow = currentrow + repeats - 1 

End If 
If currentrow >= endrow Then Quit = True 
currentrow = currentrow + 1 

Loop Until Quit = True 

columnl = 5 
startrow = 1 
endrow= 65 
currentrow = startrow 
Quit= False 
Do 

repeats= Application.Cells(currentrow, columnl).Value 
If repeats > 1 Then 
Cells( currentrow, column 1 ).Activate 
Selection.EntireRow.Copy 

For Count= 2 To repeats 
Cells(currentrow + Count - 1, columnl).Activate 
Selection.EntireRow .PasteSpecial 

Next Count 
endrow = endrow + repeats - 1 
currentrow = currentrow + repeats - 1 

End If 
If currentrow >= endrow Then Quit = True 
currentrow = currentrow + 1 

Loop Until Quit = True 

column!= 5 
startrow = 1 
end.row= 65 
currentrow = startrow 
Quit= False 
Do 

repeats= Application.Cells(currentrow, columnl).Value 
If repeats > 0 Then 

Windows("Transects3d.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Dist+Group ") .Activate 

Range("D 1:E1000").Select 
Selection.Sort Keyl :=Range("D 1 ") 
Range("F 1:G1000"). Select 
Selection.Sort Keyl :=Range("Fl ") 
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DimrlOl, r102, MyMultipleSelection_O As Range 
Set rlOl = Range(Cells(startrow, columnl), Cells(startrow + repeats - 1, columnl)) 
Set rl02 = Range(Cells(startrow, columnl + 2), Cells(startrow + repeats - 1, columnl + 2)) 
Set MyMultipleSelection_O = Union(rlOl, r102) 
MyMultipleSelection _ O.Select 
Selection.Copy 

Windows(''Data.bct11).Activate 
Cells(currentrow, columnl + l).Activate 
Selection.PasteSpecial 

endrow = endrow + repeats - 1 
currentrow = currentrow + repeats - 1 

End If 
If currentrow >= endrow Then Quit = True 
currentrow = currentrow + 1 

Loop Until Quit= True 
Range( 11El 11).EntireColumn.Delete 
Application.Display Alerts= False 
Active Workbook.Save 
Active Workbook.Close 
Application.Display Alerts = True 

Application.Wait Now+ TimeValue( 1100:00:03") 

Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
RetVal = Shel1(11 C:\Program Files\Distance\D35Engine 0, C:\Temp\Comm _ all.txt11

, 1) 

Application.Wait Now+ TimeValue(1100:00:l0 11
) 

MyFile = Dir(11C:\Temp\Log.txt") 
IfMyFile = 1111 Then 

Do While MyFile = 1111 

Application.Wait Now+ TimeValue(1100:00:0l 11) 

MyFile = Dir(11C:\Temp\Log.txt11
) 

Loop 
Else 

MySize = FileLen(11C:\Temp\Log.txt") 
IfMySize = 0 Then 

Do While MySize = 0 
Application.Wait Now+ TimeValue(1100:00:0l ") 
MySize = FileLen(11C:\Temp\Log.txt11

) 

Loop 
End If 

End If 

Workbooks.OpenText FileName:=11C:\Temp\Stat.txt11
, Origin:=xlWindows, _ 

startrow:=1, DataType:=xlDelimited, TextQualifier:=xlDoubleQuote, _ 
ConsecutiveDelimiter:=True, Tab:=True, Semicolon:=False, Comma:=False, _ 
Space:=True, Other:=False, Fieldlnfo:=Array(Array(l, 1), Array(2, 1), Array(3 _ 
, 1), Array(4, 1), Array(5, 1), Array(6, 1), Array(7, 1), Array(8, 1), Array(9, 1), Array(lO, _ 
1), Array(l l, 1)) 

column!= 7 
startrow = I 
IfRange(11Gl8 11).Value = 1111 Then 

Range(11G2:G4 11 ).Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Results3 d.xls '').Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(I, O).PasteSpecial Paste:=xlAll, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks:=False, 

Transpose:=True 
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Windows(" Stat. txt") .Activate 
Range("G 14:Hl 4").Select 
Selection. Copy 
Windows("Results3 d.xls ") .Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, 3).PasteSpecial 

Windows("Stat.txt").Activate 
Range("G 13:Hl3").Select 
Selection. Copy 
Windows(''Results3d.xls").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).PasteSpecial 

Windows(" Stat. txt").Activate 
Range("G5 :H5 ").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows(''Results3 d.xls ").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).PasteSpecial 

Windows(" Stat. txt").Activate 
Range("G 17:Jl 7").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Application.Display Alerts= False 
Active Workbook.Close 
Application.Display Alerts= True 

Windows("Results3 d.xls ").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).PasteSpecial 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, -9).Select 
Active Workbook.Save 

ElselfRange("G19").Value =""Then 
Range("G2:G4 ").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Results3 d.xls ").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(l, O).PasteSpecial Paste:=xlAll, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks:=False, 

Transpose:=True 

Windows("Stat.txt").Activate 
Range("G 15:H15").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Results3 d.xls ") .Activate 
ActiveCell. Offset(O, 3 ).PasteSpecial 

Windows("Stat.txt").Activate 
Range("G 14:H14").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Results3 d.xls ") .Activate 
ActiveCell. Offset(O, 2).PasteSpecial 

Windows("Stat.txt").Activate 
Range("G5 :H5 "). Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Results3d.xls").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).PasteSpecial 

Windows(''Stat.txt").Activate 
Range("G 18:Jl 8").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Application.Display Alerts= False 
Active Workbook.Close 
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Application.Display Alerts = True 

Windows(''Results3d.xls").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).PasteSpecial 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, -9).Select 
Active Workbook.Save 

ElselfRange("G20").Value =""Then 
Range(" G2: G4 "). Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Results3 d.xls '') .Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(l, O).PasteSpecial Paste:=xlAll, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks:=False, 

Transpose:=True 

Windows("Stat.txt").Activate 
Range("G16:H16").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Results3 d.xls ").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, 3).PasteSpecial 

Windows(''Stat.txt").Activate 
Range("G15:H15").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Results3 d.xls ").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).PasteSpecial 

Windows(" Stat. txt").Activate 
Range("G5 :H5 ").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Results3d.xls").Activate 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, 2).PasteSpecial 

Windows(" Stat. txt") .Activate 
Range("G 19:J19").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Application.Display Alerts= False 
Active Workbook.Close 
Application.Display Alerts = True 

Windows(''Results3 d.xls ").Activate 
Acti veCell. Offset( 0, 2) .Paste Special 
ActiveCell.Offset(O, -9).Select 
Active Workbook.Save 

End If 

Kill ("C:\Temp\Data.txt") 
Kill ("C:\Temp\Log.txt") 
Kill ("C:\Temp\Stat.txt") 
Kill ("C:\Temp\Out.txt") 
Kill ("C:\Temp\Plot.txt") 

Wend 

End Sub 
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Appendix 2: Flat file data format for import into Distance 3.5 

Files have a complete record for each observation and a record for any sample (in this 

case a transect line) without observations. Fields should be separated by tabs. 

Required fields for typical line transect data are: DISTANCE (or DISTANCE & 

ANGLE if distances are radial), SIZE (if objects are seen in clusters), SMP _LABEL 

and SMP _EFFORT (in this case transect label and transect length). Optional fields are 

STR_LABEL and STR_AREA for stratified surveys. 

Data will look something like this: 

STR LABEL STR AREA SMP LABEL EFFORT DISTANCE SIZE - -

1 200 1 5.2 435 3 
1 200 2 6.4 
1 200 3 4.3 390 1 
1 200 3 4.3 650 2 
1 200 3 4.3 530 2 
2 175 4 6.0 
2 175 5 7.1 195 4 

Line #2 has no observations, but still needs an entry for sample label and effort. Line 

#3 has three observations, each of which needs a complete record (i.e. stratum label 

and effort, sample label and effort etc). Note that the file does not need headings, as 

these are specified in the command file (appendix 3). 

More information on importing data can be found in the Distance 3 .5 help files. 
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Appendix 3: Command file used in running Distance 3.5 from within MS-DOS 

c:\Temp\Out.txt 
c:\Temp\Log.txt 
c:\Temp\Stat.txt 
c:\Temp\Boot.txt 
c:\Temp\Flot.txt 
Options; 
Type=Line; 

(the first jive lines contain full path names for 
output files) 

Length /Measure='Kilometers' /Units='Kilometers'; 
Distance=Perp /Measure='Meters' /Units='Meters'; 
Area /Units='Sq. kilometers'; 
Object=Cluster; 
SF=I.O; 
Selection=Sequential; 
PValue=0.150; 
Lookahead= 1; 
Maxterms=5; 
Bootstraps=999; 
Seed=O; 
Confidence=9 5; 
Print=Selection; 
End; 
Data /Structure=Flat; 
Fields=STR_LABEL, STR_AREA, SMP _LABEL, SMP _EFFORT, DISTANCE, SIZE; 
Infile='C:\Temp\Data.txt'; 
End; 
Estimate; 
Distance /Width=594; 
Detection= All; 
Density=Stratum /Design=Strata /Weight= Area; 
Encounter=Stratum; 
S ize=Stratum; 
Estimator /Key=HN /Adjust=CO /Criterion=AIC; 
Estimator /Key=HN /Adjust=HE /Criterion=AIC; 
Estimator /Key=HA /Adjust=CO /Criterion=AIC; 
Estimator /Key=HA /Adjust=PO /Criterion=AIC; 
Estimator /Key=UN /Adjust=CO /Criterion=AIC; 
Monotone=Strict; 
Pick=AIC; 
GOF; 
Cluster/Mean; 
VarN=Empirical; 
Multiplier=0.5032 /Label='Correction' /SE=0.0912; 
End; 

The command file used by Distance 3. 5 when running the analysis engine from MS

DOS is similar to that used by its predecessor, Distance 2.2, and is the same as that 

seen in the 'Log' tab of the analysis window within Distance 3.5. As with Distance 

2.2, the command file can be created in any text editor, such as NotePad. Data is 

imported from the text file "Data.txt" which is created in Excel and saved in text 

format. Fields are given labels within the command file. More information on running 

Distance as a stand-alone analysis engine can be found in the Distance 3.5 help files. 
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Appendix 4: Designs used in simulations ( each figure represents one possible 

replicate of that design). 
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Desi~n type 4: Stratification is as per 1998 survey, but effort has been decreased 

within the sanctuary and increased to the north and south, line selection is random. 
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Design type 4: Stratification is as per 1998 survey, but effort has been decreased 

within the sanctuary and increased to the north and south, line selection is systematic. 




